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(RC) Welcome everyone to the 201st Knowledge Seekers Workshop for
Thursday, December, 7th, 2017. And once again, we're honoured to be here with
Mr Keshe of the Keshe Foundation, and other Knowledge Seekers, that ... will be
speaking in today’s Workshop. And, ... I think we're ready to go with Mr. Keshe?
I'm Rick Crammond, your host for today, and I believe Mr Keshe is ready and
willing. And able, as we know. (Chuckles) (MK) Good morning, good day to you,
wherever and whenever you listen to these Knowledge Seekers, teachings,
Workshops. I think we're getting more able, and we're getting to know more,
and our capabilities, reaching beyond, understanding of some of our own
Knowledge Seekers. And in so many cases, collectively we are understanding,
that we are gaining access to a knowledge that we all had, we all have. But,
through different methods, or through lack of confidence, we lost trust in using
it. We saw and will see, a lot of Keshe Foundation supporters, followers, will and
start running into, understanding the power of their Soul. The first two or three
months, as I always said. Where we introduce, like the time 3, 4 years ago, we
went from the Gas reactors into the GANS reactors, and then into Plasma. There
was a lot of confusions. "We done so much this, now..." But they couldn't see,
that here was a progress, to understand the next step. Now, many, many Keshe

Foundation Knowledge Seekers are moving on. They are becoming aware of...
power of their ... themselves, their Soul. Finding out they are the Sun, they are
the shining Star, and detaching themselves, and trying to Live in the border-line
of Physicality and operation of the Soul. In a way, the operation of the Soul has
led to the Physicality of the Man. And this is the time, and this is the point, where
a lot of people are getting confused. How come, I used and I dependent on the
Matter, on the material condition, to be tangible, but I never knew myself, that
I'm the creator of it? If you understand one of the most fundamental principles of
all these teaching. If you understand, what I am going to say, next two minutes,
maybe. Then you see a new horizon. Then you understand a new dimension in
life. I could not bring you to this point, if you did not become, gradually,
educated in the line. If you look? If you understand? We spoke about the Soul of
the Man, which in the filter of the brain of the Man, leads to the creation of the
Physicality of the Man. The filter is a Matter filter, is the Plasma of the brain
tissue. It takes the rays of the Sun, millions of Kilometers, to slow down enough,
that in interaction with the Gravitational Magnetic Field of the Earth, to manifest
itself in Matter, GANS-State of Oxygen or Carbon, or whatever. If we put more
material between Earth and the Sun, we can produce the Matter State of Oxygen
somewhere in Venus, somewhere in much closer to the Sun, because we absorb
the strength of the energy. The brain of the Man, the Soul of the Man is that
material between the Sun and the Earth. This is why, we have different density in
the brain structure of the Man. This is the cleverness of this Star, the Soul of the
Man, that instead of waiting for the Fields to slow down. that millions of
Kilometers lead to creation of the structures, like Earth feeding it, like Saturn and
Jupiter. The Soul of the Man, through his collective work, has condensed that
reduction of Space in billions of Kilometers, into a few Centimetres, of the tissues
of the brain of the Man. Where, when the Field in the strength reduces, at a
given point becomes information for the strength, for the arm, for the finger, for
a tissue of the Man. So, we understand a Sun has Soul, but not much control in
the dimension of the span. In a smaller, more powerful with much more
cleverness, the Soul of the Man has his own Soul, his own understanding, "I
made Man in the image of myself." It has feeling, it has Emotion. It can convert
his Emotion to position of grabbing, creating to absorb energy, increasing his

strength to gravitate more energy to it. He's become very clever. He has created
the brain tissue, that now, he gets the hand to grab the energy. An apple, an egg,
a fish, this is what we have to understand. This is, what is the difference,
between macro and micro. But when you become micro you understand more,
when you become macro, you still understand the same, but you decide different
dimensions. So, if you comprehend this, then you understand, why even we have
a brain. How we have changed the Gravitational-Magnetic Field to the arm. And
how we have changed the Magnetical to legs, to walk away from, and to
gravitate, to ground. That's how simple, and how intelligent the Soul of the Man
is. It's Is the Soul which has manifested his Wish, or his power of Plasma, into the
Physicality of arm and a leg. And then in doing so, it needs a connection of the
interaction, we call it 'Emotion', "I burn, I retract." "Because then, if I lose the
arm, I cannot grab the energy, which was set in. " "I need it, for the physical
part." Then, if you comprehend this, you come to a bigger picture, much, much
bigger picture, which is necessary for us to understand. And that is, it's the Soul
of the Man, who decides at what point, in what shape, in what dimension wants
to manifest itself, according to the Emotion of the environment, which he likes to
manifest itself into. And, if you come to this understanding, you don't work with
your Emotion between the Physicality and the Soul, you work with the Emotion
of the Soul. Then, life has no dimension, "My wish is my command." Then,
Matter-State of Physicality becomes irrelevant. Then, whatever is in a MatterState, even a brain understanding, intuition, all become part of the work of the
Soul, Not work of the brain of the Man, after filtration. This is a huge power, in
the hand of the Soul. This is understanding, comprehending the Totality. And
then, if you comprehend this, you come to a huge point. It's what Dr Parviz calls,
'collective consciousness'. Your soul operates to manifest, what it needs in
agreement, cooperation, collaboration with the other Souls, that collectively all
the Souls, in the term of Physicality, find Peace. Collective consciousness is not a
consciousness of the Physicality, it's the consciousness of the Soul of the Man.
And, if we understand this, we comprehend it as many of you are moving in this
direction very fast. Thousands and thousands of Keshe Foundation Supporters
have start moving, has start testing in their power. "If I Wish, would I get?" "If I
do, is it there?" And I said in the teaching, last couple of weeks, change the

"Wish" to "Can", "I can change." "I can collectively in operation with the other
Souls," "which I give them the pleasure to exist, achieve what I want." And,
interesting enough, when the Wish is done, it takes sometimes, centuries for it to
appear, because it was the Wish to be done. Does not matter what sacrifices in
between has been made. I explain this later on. So, what we understand, what
we have to work on? Many of you, have started questioning your own existence,
questioning your own power. "Is this mine?" "How come I wished any
happened?" "But, how come, I can, but I didn't know?" Is very much like, you
have never sat in front of the computer game console, and your child puts it in
your hands. "I never played, I can't do!" "Grandpa, touch, you will know." And
then, when you get the console, when you get the control in your hand, you can
play with a grandchild, he says, "My God, I can, I never knew." "It wasn't my
wish, I wasn't aware of my own power." "I wasn't aware of my own intellect and
abilities." And this is why, in past few weeks, I say to you, "Change the Wish to
Can." Because now, you are aware of capability, you don't need to Wish. And,
this is, where the power of the Soul comes in. In one of my recent talks, in past 2
or 3 weeks, I put a word in and none of you understood. Go back and listen. In all
the years of me teaching, I never brought the word of 'Sepāh' into my
conversation, as the military section, decision making of the Iranian government.
In the military respect to His Eminence Ayatollah Khamenei. In my other
teachings, I brought the Privy Council and a Queen, into the operation of the
work of the United Kingdom, kingship. You might of thought, "Why he's put now,
this in?" Because in the Wish to create Peace in Middle East, between the Saudis
and Iran, the key factor was Sepāh, nobody else. And I wished, "The leader of
Sepāh become wise to understand," "there is no need for conflict. We are
Iranians, we are Peaceful Nation." The solution has to be found, within the Soul
of the Sepāh's leadership. And it has been found! It's not, it was my wish,
because I had the knowledge and I could. You will see, the Middle East war, will
come to an end, and we respect and we salute, those who came through their
Soul to the conclusion. Is not coincidental, it is because, "I can", I don't need to
Wish. This is the message to the American government, Peace in Middle East has
been achieved, through the Wishes of, what we Wish. Because, I don't need my
Soul, to interfere with a media. I need my Soul, to accommodate the Wishes of

all, which was Peace, between all. But accommodating all to be able to prove
they are in leadership. And that's been done. We will see, the end of the Yemen
war in Saudi. We will see, the end of the conflict, in the Middle East, in Persian
Gulf, with Saudis. It'll take time, but the comprehension of enlightening the Souls
has been achieved. The same, we've seen in past 48 hours, the declaration of the
Jerusalem, to become the capital of Israel. That's not new. That was with the
Wish of the Moses. That was the Wish of Muhammad, and that was Wish of the
Christ. But, the beauty of it is, now there should not be any conflict. But become
the consciousness, of the Oneness of the religions and the end of the religion
faith. A lot of people are concerned about American move into Jerusalem. But
this has been promised in 2017 will happen, thousands of years ago. The man is
just a tool, to carry the Wishes of the Creation, Collective consciousness. This is
what, in my teachings in the past, I explained, "It'll be the end of the religion."
Because now, with this move, are we going to destroy all the Muslim sections? All
the Christian sections? All the Jews section? Or collectively, we agree, is a Holy
City. And if we agree it's Holy for all of us, and we all believe in one God, it's the
end of religion. This, sudden moves, has a bigger plan. This is what we call,
"Collective Consciousness" When is explain, in this way, you understand. I wrote
to the Earth Member of the Council, very recently. "There's now going to be a
conflict." "The worst thing that President Trump could do, move, the capital to
Jerusalem." "This is not the beginning of war between the religions, it's the end
of the religions, and this has been our Wish." When we all believe in one piece of
land, and God has appeared in three different houses in it, under the name of
Judaism, Catholicism, or Christianity or Muslim, then it must be one God. He just
comes through different doors, he's got different houses. The Essence of the
Creator, clarifies the mistakes of the religions. Now, you understand. It's been,
and it'll be collective decision, that us as a Human race want Peace, and
collectively will come to achieve it, because collectively our Souls are Wishing for
it. Not, "It's our Wish." A Soul suffers, when the Physicality suffers, because it
has to receive its Gravitational-Magnetic Fields back to itself, and it sees the
reductions in its strength. When the Earth was created on the boundaries of the
Solar System, as it reduced and it gained more Strength of Gravity and less of the
Magnetical, the Sun had to pull it back, it's growing back in. And it has to take,

whatever is left in between, not bring back with itself. Then, it's the same with
the Soul of the Man. This is, what these teachings are about, not about you
making a MaGrav System to heat yourself. You should have understood and be
able to heat yourself through your Soul, that the Physicality heat, becomes
irrelevant. Now, you understand the power of the Soul of the Man. The
consciousness, which is interaction between the Fields, of itself, the Gravity and
Magnetic Fields, to create the dimension of the Physicality of the entity it
decided to manifest itself into. This is where these teaching are taking us. Many,
many, many of you have started testing. I hear, I see, I feel. I understand and
collectively we are moving in that direction. To create wars is becoming... and
then it becomes so difficult, that they'll give up from now on. So much arms has
been made to create war in Middle East, nowhere else, because these guys are
very sentimental. They are very, name of the God connected, Christians, Jews,
Muslims, Sunni's, Shias, Catholics, Protestants... Orthodox Jews and the rest of it.
We use their Emotional stupidity to control their Physicality and we sell some
material which collected, call it 'arms' to them. And now, with the moves which is
getting made because of the understanding of the Man itself, nobody's going for
the war. And, this is the collective wish of us, "Peace". We have evolved in our
physical dimension to understand this, and we can because we are the provider
of the energy through our Soul. Is not our Wishes, now we are understanding the
power of our creation, where we are in charge of where we are in control and we
can. We don't need to Wish. This is what it is, this is what you have to
understand. This is what you have to catch up, not for us to come into the GANS
and Matter and the Reactors. Is you who have to understand, it is the power
within you, within the structure of the Soul of the Man, which you are in control
of his Emotion. We used to negotiate with people, now we deliver our wishes to
the Souls and we let the people to negotiate our Wishes. The Trojan in the work
of the religion was president Trump and now he has brought it in. We thank his
Soul, but now is the end of the religions, because now we have to. Up to now
was Jerusalem, was Mecca, was Vatican, now we are all in one place. We have to
face it, we have to accept it and if we all say, "there is one God" and you call it
'this' and I call it 'that', but it is the same one. Why do we have the religions for,
to fight with? We believe in one God, which is us in creation. Now you

understand. I wrote to the member of the Earth Council, "This is the beginning of
the war." "Not war by gun it's the war by consciousness of the Soul of the Man,
collective consciousness." Now build as many reactors as you like. Build as many,
many, many weapons as you like. The totality of the Soul of the Man has moved a
step up, into the Peace, into the direction of entering in the Universal Community
through the action of the Soul of the Man and not the Physicality, because the
Physicality will follow. I feel sorry for those youngsters who now have proudly
entered Defence Technology in Western World companies, because the guy
who's cleaning a street will have a job. The man who's in Defence industry has to
join the dole queue and Wish the sweeper collects enough wages that he pays
taxes that he can live. The game has changed. We will see through this operation
change of governments, position of governments in a coming time. And we put
our full support in technology development, in the hands of the Chinese
government. A Peaceful Nation which built walls to have a Peaceful Nation for
his people to keep the animals out. Now, we extend the wall to the whole of
Humanity, through Chinese government. All our knowledge, edge of Technology,
Space Technology, energy, agriculture will come through Chinese, because a
Peaceful Nation brings Peace, and we see that in the leadership of Chinese
government. In my last two visits to China in the past few months, we
guaranteed and we gave our obligation to Peace, and we understand. Our
agreement to the government is solid. We have to understand, collectively,
consciously we have moved in that direction. We Wished, we wanted, the Keshe
Foundation team moved in position to guarantee the Emotion of the Peace, in
sharing knowledge, and it was understood. We are in every Nation, we touched
the Soul of the people of every Nation. Not the bank accounts, not their physical
life but we teach them, we put them in position, we agree with them. It's time to
change and they understand. Now start understanding the power of your Soul,
that you can. And those of you who've done wrong, now have to... to put it right
in your own Soul through you Physicality. We have to understand ourselves, the
power of our own Soul which we have seen how it's made, how it works, how it
creates it's power through the Nano, or the GANS, the cores, the Fields of the
cores and then through it, through its existence, confirmation that we are the
Fields, we are the Essence of the Creation. We take side towards Peace, we take

side towards collective understanding of move, in bringing Humanity into
Universal Community. But, we have to allow the beauties to show. We have to
allow the mistakes of the past to be corrected, because be it the Soul of Libby, be
it the Soul of me, be it the Soul of Rick, be it the Soul of ... people in China, in
Australia, in Africa has become one. Collectively our Soul has committed itself to
Peace and collectively we are changing the environment of this Planet. Because,
up to now we went marching on the streets for Peace. Now collectively we put
our Souls, that energy brings Peace to those who have a different agenda. The
biggest achievement of Trumps leadership was and will be bringing, recognizing,
Jerusalem as the capital of the state of Israel, which means now, we are in close
conflict. It's not the Human anymore. Now religions have to fight, which were
abusing the Soul of the Man. Trump's becomes the Man who unified the religions
and you'll see. Because, he put his point in, to bring the Physicality. We won't
see house-to-house arrest. because, if we've seen what came out from Vatican
yesterday, what comes out of Islamic world yesterday, they are all fighting for
"One God." And that one God, Collective Consciousness, is us as Human being.
And now, we dictate. Because, we can dictate Peace. Because, in the World, in
the dimension of the Soul of the Man, there is no war. Now, the war is between
the bank accounts and the powerhouses which now they find they cannot find
something else to fight. Because the Jews will meet, because Muslims in the
street of Jerusalem sort out the problem somewhere else. The Christians will
meet the Jews to sort out somewhere else. So now, Jerusalem become house of
negotiation of Peace in the blood of Abraham. And nowhere else because it
doesn't take China, it doesn't touch anywhere else, it's just for them. And this
restless child, with this move has come to Peace. Now, you can, you do, you call it
a 'Wish', make your Wish. We still have to go through the processes of everything
else, feeding, supplying, finding materials, finding clothing, because, our Soul has
decided this dimension of existence. We have to understand, we used to have
the marches which led to the revolutions, we changed... the change of policies
and governments and the kings. Now, we have the marches of the Souls in
collective consciousness, wanting Peace, which does not need to march on the
streets, but gathers strength and power, that changes to no king, no leadership,
equality and Peace. I have achieved my aim and these... a few moves in past few

days, according to the Wish of us collectively wanting Peace, has been
completed. Out of nowhere, suddenly, we're going to bring Jerusalem in. It was
our Wish, they served as servants. We can and we are delivering. Now, we have
to create the tools and the toys, that it keeps the Physicality busy. The rest has
been done. The process of Unification of Man, through collective consciousness
of Peace, which has taken place in, step by steps, was the key to the admission
of Man to Universal Community. It was a mandate to me and I've delivered.
Collective conscious-ism of the Souls of the Universal Community to bring Peace
on this Planet and to deliver an ambassador who knew how to do it. We are the
Messiah, I am the Mahdi, I am the return of Christ, I am the return of Moses the
Messiah, because, we all are collectively. Because, it's not "I" anymore, it's "us"
collectively. This is your mission, this is your job, and you have to understand, you
can. Let those who find problem with this, to find answer in their Souls, not in
their guns. You have to understand and practice, to understand the power of
"can", than what you thought was the Wish somebody will bring. To be able to
do this you need to exercise, it will not come by moving the cup anymore, is by
giving that brings Peace to someone, that they move the cup for themselves, not
for you. Because, they need it more than you do. Because you know you don't
need to raise the cup, because you can tap into Universal energy to receive the
energy of what is in the cup. And take as much as you need and no more. You
don't need to keep a full cup of water on the table, that you might, one near the
sea of water and you find another Man dying, because you held everything inside
by depriving him. You give the cup, and by him having to be able to have the
drink, to sip from the cup. He will bring the cup to feed you, not by expectation,
but as a thanks. One becomes a servant, not to be served, but to be able to
reach the servant, that I am serving you. The time of kingship is over. First of all,
we have to understand the time of the kingship of our Soul in respect to our
Physicality's over, then we can translate it into the real life. We will see in the
coming time, that the manufacturing companies of arms and conflict, gradually
will come up with new dimensions and new technologies, which mainly will be
around the production of the new Plasma Technology. Because, they still want to
be profitable, they still want to be able to make money that they can pay their
workers and their creditors and... the 'old game in town' is over. Nobody's

buying broken buckets, why do you make it? I thank, through my Soul, the Soul of
President Trump, he's delivered our Wish. I thank the Soul of President Xi of
China for bringing the message of Peace. Through correct conduct, through
development of the Technologies and structures in China, that collectively
elevates the whole of Humanity in industry, in knowledge and Technology. This
is the way to do it. With my last visit into China we have got a good
understanding of Chinese leadership work and we thank them for their
hospitality and we thank them for what they have taken on shoulder to bring
Peace on the Humanity. The problem is us, to understand our power. Today for
me is it a birthday of the father and it's precious. Go, inside your inner-being and
try the way you made the GANSes to see if it creates something, if it has the
power. Now understand, you have a permanent reactor, which is radiating. You
don't need to buy the power source to rotate it, to see if a power comes out. You
know it exist, you know is there because it has led to your Creation. And you
understand that, I did not have access to this gem, now I do. Now, I don't need
the intermediary of the brain to put me in touch with my Soul, to give me what I
want, I get rid of the middle man. Which is the Emotion of Physicality, and the
use of the brain of the Man. This is what we need to understand, and this is what
was missing from vocabulary of the power of the Man to understand that, we
need an intermediary between the Sun and the Earth, and the interaction of the
Field of the Earth to create the Oxygen and the Hydrogen that it led, in
interaction, to the creation of Amino Acid that it led to creation of me, and then, I
created another intermediary called, 'the brain of the Man' between what I've
gathered from the Sun to be my Soul, to create the Physicality. So, we become
the subsidiary, of the subsidiary, of the subsidiary of a bigger company. Now we
understand the company has one central management, one central control, that
is, the purity of the thought and Emotion of the Soul. When the Sun radiates the
light, the energy, the Fields, it doesn't decide, "This is going to my little Sun the
Earth," or "it goes to my bigger Sun, Jupiter or Venus." It releases it, everybody
takes what it needs according to their need. And this is what has become the Soul
of the Man. We have to understand this, that we can step to the next cycle. We
do not need the intermediary, in the name of God, in the name of whatever. We
need the understanding of the operation of our Souls, that does not need no

intermediary. When you want bread, you don't know how to make it, you go to
the baker. But when you learn how to bake a bread, you never put a foot in the
bakery, because you make your own bread, to your own taste, to your own
pleasure, that, it satisfies your Soul. Now. we have to learn the process. That,
there is no baker, between the bread and the pleasure of us, in eating it. We
don't need no faith, we don't need no others who gives us and fools us in Space
that, "I know the God." "Do you want me to take it to you?" "You call me" the
"prophet this" or "prophet that". We all know the path to the Creator. And that
is the gift with this knowledge, with these teachings. It's you who have to decide.
In time to come, these teachings will become the norm of Humanity. Up to now,
Christ said. Hadith of Muhammad Bahá'u'lláh had somebody to correct his
writing, but now you hear the word of God from the mouth of the Creator
through the intermediary of the Soul of the Man. It's you who have to
understand, and you need no intermediaries. And, if you understand this, there is
no Soul who will ever destroy. It'll accommodate, that it exist, and let other exist,
and it's a Peaceful coexistence. Rick, can we have your board of magnets please?
(RC) Yes, sure Mr Keshe, let me get that started up here. (MK) You got to
understand, this is the process we have started. And, we done a lot of work in the
background. This week, I spent in past week, trying to establish different ways to
get the message, and I set out to get the message. And two days ago, three days
ago, the message came, that the Souls have accommodated. And then, it was
strange, they've been told that they are going to make such a move. We already
knew, we wanted the confirmation the Physicality has received the message. Dr
Parviz... as the member of the Earth Council, we have respected your wishes.
You see these magnets, all have Fields, and all collectively have decided this is
the position, we take. The shape, the size, the color, is irrelevant. Because,
collectively, I have decided with the other magnet on the other side, that this is
the position, I take for him to be there. Each magnet as you see, you can compare
it to Soul of one of you. If I bring one of these magnets, close enough to a
position, near to the another, even though you cannot see, the interaction of
the Fields, because these Fields are dynamic all the time, leads to creation of a
Matter in the state of the power of the magnets. So, every one of them, is
capable to create Matter-States at the dimension, strength of the Field of the

transition between the two, and everyone has a capability of manifestation of
Physicality. You call one the 'Sun', you call one the 'Earth', you call one the 'Soul
of the Man' and you call the other one the 'Soul of Physicality'. Why do we call it
the Soul of Physicality? Because it has a Soul, that in dimension of its existence,
in interaction with the Fields of the Soul and the Earth, has lead to manifestation
of its physical dimension. This is exactly what Peter showed us, months ago. The
interaction of the Fields of the Soul of the Man, and the Physicality Soul in
interaction with the third dimension which is the Fields of the Earth, has lead to
the creation of physical manifestation of the Man. This is, if you understand, a
Matter is made a Matter-State manifestation of the existence as we look exist, on
this platform. Each one of these Fields, each one of these magnets, in interaction
with each other, are creating different Matter-States, amongst each other and
between each other. Because, they need them to decay, that the others can use.
Collective consciousness of sharing collectively the Totality of the energies which
is available. You want to understand this, this is the state of Peace. This is the
state in the Matter-State, we can achieve, but in the physical state of the Man,
we have not understood. Inter... interaction of my knowledge and my Physicality
with your knowledge and your Physicality, we make your we make a bread.
That's the physical manifestation of our interaction of the Fields. We make a car,
we make a pen. In the interaction of... between the Soul of the Man in the Soul
of Physicality, we make the human body . In the interaction in presence of the
third dimension of the Field, which is the Earth. In the interaction of the Sun,
and the.... Soul of Fields, and, Jupiter and Saturn and Earth, we make other
things. Because, each one has a Soul of itself. The sooner we understand this.
The sooner we achieve the state of the Magnets we see on this port, with the
Soul of the Man, then, collectively we have entered into a new dimension which
is a collective, Universal Community, collective Peace. Collective Consciousness of
Peace. Just move any of these magnets, Rick. We all have to move, to
accommodate a Peaceful transition. Doesn't matter about the size. You see
when he releases it, it moves back and the other one comes into scene, because,
this is where we all are at Peace. You make a wrong move, the whole thing
collapses. This is what we have to step into. This is what, we collectively have to
realize. Very much we move in, we create a condition that, does not allow the

others to create conflict, and we move out. Collectively, Human Race, is coming
and achieving the position. Peace... through the operation of the Soul of the
Man, is the cornerstone of the Peace on this Planet. And now collectively we
have decided, we do not use the foot, we do not use a Pen, we decide through
the Soul. The most advance technologies which's been made by Man, to create
the tools of war, is perfect. Because, we needed that knowledge now, to transfer
it into making the tool of Peace. Is just, a different application. Is just, making a
tank, or, using the same metal to make your piano. One kills and one is a music
to the ear. As I said in my teachings, in past few weeks, "Collectively in
understanding, we're triggering the Souls, to understand their power." Because,
up to now, by keeping Man away from the Truth of its own power through the
name of Religions and gurus or whatever, that they could gain power. Now, we
give the power back to the Soul of the Man. That no one can abuse it, except if
the Man decides to abuse himself. Another magic by Mr Rick Crammond. Just
move, just move, no, no, no, no, wait, wait, wait, wait, go back, go back. Pull it
back, pull the whole, the big one back all together. Yeah, bring the other Magnets
in, the way they were. You will see something very, very, interesting, if you
haven't noticed. Now, just move the Magnet, the big Magnet, just a little bit in,
which is the Soul of the Man, just a little bit more, little bit more. Little bit, bit
more, bit more, bit more, bit more, bit more. Okay, now try, stop, stop. Now try
to move the inner ring in that thing, towards them. Don't touch anything else.
Try to keep the black one solid and then move that. You see, the Soul of the Man,
is the control of the Physicality. And in some many way, the Physicality's the
controller, of the Soul of the Man. And, we don't need that intermediary. The
little ring, to start with, is the Soul of the Man, in the gap between the itself and
the black one, creates a bigger Physicality, manifestation of the body of the Man,
but internally, dictates the position in respect to the others. And vice verse, when
the Physicality joins the Soul of the Man, does the same game. Yin and Yang,
Yang and Yin, it's all the same. In so many ways, those who think and are
worried, what is going to happen, they should be confident, that nothing is going
to happen, because they can create Peace. They can, influence, because a little
Magnet as you see, dictates the move of the others. The problem with us, is... it
took us four years to get here. And the problem with us, it's taken, six thousand

years to fool the Man. What we wanted to rain, it rain, because we wished war.
And it was the desire of us, because our Soul would have been heard, and in that
process we didn't need to sacrifice a virgin. that the Soul of the Virgin, changes
the dimension of the Physicality, that it leads confirmation of the change, which
is the rain. Raining in the heart, more than Physicality of the rain from the sky.
It's the raining of the heart, in loss of a Life, has created the rain in Physicality,
because it was the Wish, and that was what Man never understood. Because, we
can, we don't need to sacrifice, we need to comprehend the Principal. And now,
gradually, with these teachings, the Humanity is moving in that direction. As I
said before, someone said to me, "Mr Keshe, it took Christ, and it took Moses,
tens of decades to become in numbers, that you have become, in less than half a
decade." Because this time, we have come to change, we have not come to rob.
We have come teach, and when you teach you move fast. Because, all of us
understand. The followers of the Keshe Foundation at this moment, in less than
five years, since we start Public Teaching immensely, past ten years totally, has
passed the number of the followers of Christ, Moses and Jesus. In the first, at
least three centuries of their lives. Collectively, we have decided, and collectively
we bring the change. Because every Soul of one of us, has the power to do, is
that we were not aware of our own power. Now we are. And now, we can.
Because, we don't need the dimension of Physicality to go and march. We know
within the wishes of our Soul, we can change, to let the other Souls know, "I'm
not happy with a War." "And, I'm sure you're not happy too," "you find a
position because I'm a man of Peace." Then the tools are made for that to be
achieved. I achieve Peace on my time on this planet, and they'll be everlasting
Peace. Because we open the Man, his eyes to his physical eye that he is in power
of the control of Peacefulness. And if he does not want, as we have seen, "I don't
want conflict", the magnet moves away. "I stay there, but I'm not prepared, to
fight." "I take my distance but we are all at Peace." This is what you call,
'Collective Consciousness'. Because, we have all become Collectively Conscious
that, there is no need now, we know the power that we can produce. Everything
we need, the knowledge of the Universe in our hand to kill, to destroy. To see
another packet of energy as a food, as stealing. "Thy Shall Not Steal." When you
take a bite in the flesh of a meat you have stolen from the Soul of the animal.

Now understand the True meaning of, "Thy Shall Not Steal." Man becomes
correct when he loses his digestive system, that he does not commit a crime to
kill another. Till then, Man will go through the process of conversion. Man will
not commit a crime... by looking at another ones partner. Because, he knows he
has achieved True partnership in Soul. Man will not do anything wrong, because
it works through his Soul and not through his Physicality. And the process has
started. This is our Wish and we have achieved our Wish. This was the whole
purpose of this time, cycle of messengers. That you all realize the time has come,
to use the power that you "can"... And... you do not need to believe another.
This is going to be very harsh for those who benefited by stealing from the Soul
of the others. But, in time what they have stolen, will be used in the benefit of
the Man, to teach to those. The houses of God, be the church, the mosque, the
synagogues will become the place of teachings of the Foundation's Technology
of understanding of the Soul. And when they all teach the same, is there any
other God but One. Now you understand. It's no use going and destroying all the
churches. And it's no use in going and destroying all the mosques. And it's no use
in going and destroying all the synagogues, killing the Jews, the Muslims, the
Christians. Now the Muslims, the Jews, the Christians as Human Race will go to
these places to learn these are the houses of the Soul of the Man, not the views
of the Man. And then collectively you'll find out there is only One God and this is
the operation of the correct operation of the Soul of the Man. So, we have done
with the temples. And we have done with the mosques and the churches,
because even the religious leaders are made of the same, and they will walk the
same. This is what I can and I will do, and I have done. I don't wish because I
know it was a term that Man could understand. Now you understand, I can, I
have come to do and I will do, and it's done. Now, let us work Collectively to
understand the Technology more. That in the process we become more aware of
the games of the Physicality, how we can enjoy it, not that we need it. This is
what I said, "when they understood the technology fully," "everything else we do
will be out of the pleasure." After, see what happens and not I need to do to
please, give from my Physicality for it to suffer. Go into a lab to make a machine
to see if we can fly sideways while it's going up and down, it'll become a
pleasure. Because I don't need to worry about the money because the money is

there. Which is no need for me because, "I know how to tap to the energy, I
don't go hungry," "I have enough to do, I go and see what other games we do."
This is how the Universe works, that no banks, no churches and no credit card.
It's the time to enjoy and be part of the congregation. We have no factories in
the Universe, that the Man has to give from the suffering of his Soul, to be able
to find something to feed himself. Now we make it available, the way we have
enlighten the leaders of different groups and organizations, that they are
becoming to understand that there is no need to war because... this is not in our
intention. Now we start understanding the process of Peace, through not
wasting time but being in pleasure. I go and open a café, the coffee comes, I
serve. Because I see the others coming in, sitting down and taking pleasure. I
have Served. Because I have in my power to create a coffee, in the same cup it
taste three, Turkish coffee to one, it tastes the Irish coffee to the other and it will
be a cup of tea to the other one. But it's the same water, but it gives a pleasure
to have them with me, that I can Serve to see their pleasure. Now we
understand the total process and now is for us to make the change that, we
"Can" and we do not need to Wish. Any questions? (RC) Well. (MK) Sorry Topoli
has a question. (RC) Yes, go ahead. (TK) Woof Woof (RC) Okay. And what would
you like to say about that? (MK) He says "I want food, you brought me to look
after me, feed me". (RC) Ha ha you mentioned "food" and that activated him, uhhm. (MK) ... We have accepted responsibility for him and he gives us so much
pleasure. (RC) Jan in the Livestream is inspired today with what you said. And
said, "When you mentioned the..." at one point, the journey, last two minutes
was fantastic." and he's asking to repeat several times so that everyone gets it.
The part when you said how the bread is created, how the Man is being created
and other elements. So... But, to that I would say that you tend to... retell the
story in many different ways, so that we do. So that everyone does get it,
eventually. So, but I don't know if you want to... recreate part of that story again?
(MK) The beauty of the teaching, is that, is recorded, I don't need to say, just
replay. And every time you listen to it, to the same sentence you get the
different Emotion, a different understanding. (RC) That's a really good point,
actually. (MK) In the past it used to be the word of the mouth and it became
Chinese whisper. Now, we have the recording and it's the exact word, the way it's

said. You got to understand, in a very simple way. Excuse me I spoke about the
coffee and Madame is making her coffee, that's where the noise comes from,
Italian coffee machine. The... The point with the present teachings. Is that there
is no Chinese whisper. When I teach specifically in certain times, it comes
through the Soul of the Creator. My mouth is the physical transformation of the
knowledge. I've been aware of the existence of the Soul of the Creator within my
Soul from the time when I accepted the mission. The choice of the body and the
Physicality, has been promised centuries ago. Thousands of years ago. And in
reality, this way we had to wait for the Technology and development and the
understanding of the Man, that there are no more Hadices. There are no more
storytellers with the Chinese whispers to suit the Man. You hear the word, we
hear the word of the Creator at the time when it's spoken. And that's all it is.
Never claim it and it shall never be claimed. In Farsi we say ر سوا ن شوی خواهی
 شو جماعت همرن گIt means if you don't want to stand out become part of the
crowd. And when you're part of the crowd you can dictate which way the crowd
to go because they follow you. And this is the way, we have come this way. We
have taken a position to create Peace and we shall achieve Peace. All the guns, all
the hatreds, all the opposition to us is meaningless. It just shows, more and more,
of their incapability, more and more, of their weakness. More and more, of what
we can, we do, we deliver and this is what the Humanity needs because in
Totality ... we are fed up of destruction. We hear the Soul of the Man and we
respond to it. We see a mother giving Life to a child to become a soldier to be
the pride of his Nation because she wants to be powerful. "I am, I can bring to be
a Nation that we control." But, when the bullet goes and that child dies the
mother curses herself and suffers for Life. "What happened to my son?" Outside
she might be proud that my son lost his Life for the Nation but inside she cries
the loss. And this is what our the purpose is not to have their cry, not to have the
pride, not to have the pain and not to pretend to be joyful. This is what teachings
are. The faster we come into it you don't need to go back. All my teachings are
recorded. You hear it as we say in English, "from the horse's mouth". No one can
interpret it. The minute you ask for somebody to interpret what is means, what
it means, what he says, it means you have not understood part of the teaching.
Go back, understand it, then you have elevated yourself. You don't need no

messengers, you don't need no Mullahs, Ayatollahs, no Priest, no Vatican, no
churches, no whatever you want to call them to interpret it for you. Because,
when they interpret you have become a slave to their interpretation because
then they can use it. This is the beauty of the present time education for all.
Everybody can read, everybody can listen, everybody can comprehend. And the
beauty of it is, now you can educate yourself. So, you want the recording, you
want me to explain in different ways it's the same story but now you have the
recording. Just press 'replay'. Then there is no Chinese whisper. Any other
question? (RC) But Jam does mention that ... he actually understood, but he just
Wished that everyone else could get it too. and I think that's mainly why he was
asking for the... for the replay. But today... (MK) Normally everybody understood
... according to their understanding. (RC) They can go, they can all replay if they
Wish, as well. So, it includes everyone... Strange thing we don't have many
questions. We have one attendee with their hand up. I don't know the person.
It's Shota Ninua. Do you want to take a chance Mr Keshe and see what the
question ... (MK) Don't say We always have a mute button don't we? (RC) Yes.
Okay, I'll allow them to talk and we'll see what happens? (MK) Very strange, we
don't see Azar today. (RC) uh-hm... (RC) Shota ... (SN) Hello everybody. Can you
hear me? (RC) Yes. Go ahead. (SN) Hello. Hi there everybody. Hi Mr Keshe. How
are you? (RC) If you could tell us who you are (SN) (inaudible) come from ...
Australia. (MK) Can you repeat again please. We have a interfere. (SN) My name
is Shota from Australia. (MK) Yes. (SN) ... Yeah, I have a question about ... I'm
from Georgia actually and ... Georgian are ... Orthodox ... Christians and ... one of
the ... one of the thing they ... they believe, like we believing ... is the ... every ...
Orthodox Easter is ... they called it like a 'miracle', happens on... on Orthodox
Easter ... on ... in Jerusalem where Jesus was laid on that ... stone ... holy fire
comes over. That's how they explained, and only for the Orthodox ... people like
in church and I would Love to... to ... understand this. How? Why is it so and ...
how can we explain ... on it? And they say it's doesn't burn for few hours and I
know ... (MK) You see the, there is no. You should have answer it yourself. (SN)
Yeah, actually I've ... haven't answered it already but I wanted to ... (MK) So let us
know how you, what is your answer. Let, enlighten us, we learn. (SN) It's a, it's a
Plasma, it's a Plasma of course ... it's a blue, blue ... fire what, what they... they

say ... and ... it happens only on ... Easter, only on ... What is was it called? ... on
Orthodox Easter. and ... what I don't understand, why is it only on Orthodox
Easter that happens and why... why still...? So many scientists try to explain it
and ... understand it, and measure it. But all they ... could find that they just ...
measure there some kind of ... radiation, not radiation the ... Magnetical Fields
but they can explain properly. So, my understanding is that it's a Plasma ... but
how it's created I'm not, I'm not sure. So I would like to ... (MK) No, let's, let's,
let's, let's ... let's go through it by yourself, not by me. (SN) Yes. (MK) Because
you are intelligent enough and you are ... (SN) Yes, well my understood,
understanding that, it's a Plasma. It's a Plasma it creates itself. (MK) No, go back,
go back on the time and the event. (SN) Yes ... Basically it happen, it happens on a
place, the tomb, tomb, Jesus Christ tomb where he was laid before he was
buried. So ... now it's built, the small churches is built around it and ... only
Orthodox ... (MK) Do, can we... can we analyze it, open it up, that... (SN) Yes.
you as a Christian to explain to us ... that.... Does a Jew or a Muslim see the same
light or is it just available to the Christians? (SN) No, everybody can see it.
Everybody can see it, but only comes over on a Orthodox church representative,
the 'high priest', I would say. (MK) Can you tell us what's the origin of it? (SN)
That's how it is. (SN) ... I'm not sure exactly. Well I can read it in a ... on the
Internet where they say, "Orthodox tradition holds the, the holy fire happens
annually on a day preceding Orthodox ... Easter, in... in... in which the blue light
emanates with ... Jesus Christ tomb ... ... where the Jesus body was placed ... for
burial ... Which eventually forms a column containing a form of fire from which
... candles are lit or which are then used to light the candles of the clergy and
pilgrimage in attendance. A fire is also said to spontaneously light other lamps
and candles around the Church. Pilgrimages and clergy claim that holy fire
doesn't burn them. ... (MK) Can I... can we... can we (SN) Yes. (MK) You've got
the interpreter for us, we are, we are Muslims, we are Jews, we are different
path of religion, (SN) I am not a... (MK) No, no, no, no, you brought it, you
understand it, your knowledge is equal to knowledge of that Priest and the
Prophet of the past. Go to your Soul and explain to us, (SN) Yes, This is what you
have to do in Space. To siphon... (SN) Exactly, that's why I asked that question,
yes. (MK) No you don't need to. (SN) and... (MK) you are knowledge enough

now, to understand. First of all, Do we see the candles lit one by one by
themselves physically? (SN) Yes, (MK) or do the candle (SN) Yes, (MK) the light of
the Man, that the, that the Fields of the Physicality lights the light of the candle.
We heard a discussion yesterday in Camas?? teaching, by Jemal... Jalal. (SN) Yes,
And... he, this is something I tell you, and then I hope you can enlighten us,
because now, they cannot call it what I knew, because, you are exactly in this
position as Alex was, two years ago bringing... Ethos? Yeah, or when we shown
the MaGrav System. There is a purpose you are here. And, Is very important.
There's a reason you are here this time and this minute, and it brings such a thing
after this teachings. Is not coincidental. But, we have to understand. And, for you
if a Man at your level, coming from the Orthodox Jew and Christian background
in Georgia which comes most probably from somewhere in the Middle Eastern in
the background somewhere from whatever that you are. And, now you are going
to Australia. There is a purpose for this. Let's explore the purpose. Lets
understand it, that you explore it with the own?? teach it. Yesterday, Jalal
brought two points in the teaching. One was that there are twins summer in the
Middle East, That every day by the day light they go paralyzed by the arm and leg
they cannot do anything. And when there is a Sunset, they can move. And then,"
there is a girl, in a rock", he says, that, during the day she grows hair and at
night, all the hair falls off. She (SN) Yes. (MK) asks, Can you explain this? And..., in
so many ways, Jalal are you in the line? Is he in the background with us? Can we
see him? or he' not there today? (JG) Yes Sr. I am here. (MK) Okay Jalal, you are a
Muslim, you have a Christians and you both speak about the same thing. In
different dimension. You explain what happen in those two cases, that through
the light of the Soul, of a Muslim and Christian, can understand the manifestation
of his own Prophet. That he doesn't believe, but he understands for the Future.
Can I do within twenty minutes Sir, because I am at work, and, there will be a lot
of noise here. (MK) Am I, am I allowed to the explanation? (JG) Yes, please, that
will be wonderful. Thank you. (MK) Okay. Now a Jewish, Muslim, Baha'i, Protob,
has to teach. Would lot ???, but it's all names, talking about it. The reason, The
reason... that, I don't believe in any of the Religions, because I know through my
Soul, that was a game to guide the Man. There was nothing wrong with it. But,
Man could not understand, and he had to mature the best. I am nor a Jew, nor a

Christian, nor a Baha'i, nor a Muslim, nor anything else. I am a Human in the Soul
of the Man, who believes, in equality of all. I pass and I mature to understand,
there was a purpose for the names, and the names have all become one. And
now we see the Physicality what Trump has done in the past 48 hours. But, why?
does a child go paralyzed. Twins, every day on the Sun light and Sunset. Is a
miracle, is something we don't' understand. Yes, up to now, if, if, you were not,
worst with the new, understanding of the work of the Plasma. Now, that you
understand, everything in the body of the Man, is Field dependent. You just
haven't been able to answer it, very easily. The Gravitational-Magnetic Fields of,
going to sleep, or why paralysis, has a Strength. Is like as we said, "Crying has a
Strength." Fear has a Gravitational-Magnetic Field-Strength that in the filter of
the brain of the Man, creates reaction of contraction and escaping, or whatever.
So, now, these two twins, where they are? The condition of the Emotion they
carry, happen to have the Gravitational-Magnetic Field-Strength, which is
coincidentally created at the time where, the Sun rises in the interaction of the
Field of the Sun and the Earth, that is like a frequency you tune to a Radio
Channel 9.99, and that Channel, to these two physical conditions at the point of
birth, is sleep of the arms and the legs where you call it paralyze. So, the
question was in the teaching yesterday, If Caroline said, "We move them to
another part of the World, would it be the same time, or because the Fields are
different, they might change?" But, we have hidden Strength that, work through
the Soul, Is it the Strength of the Soul, or is it the Strength of the Physicality of
the Field interaction of the Earth and the Sun, which creates the paralysis, or the
sleepiness of the arms and the leg. So, now we understand, now we can create a
machine, or put these two kids, in a condition slightly at the Strength of the
motion of the Physicality of the Soul or the Body, and you see them living, fulltime, day and night. All of us gets hit by this. Can be, we can move into a
condition, and then we change. It's very strange that it says about this. In Italy,
those of you who are Italian, especially live in the South of Italy, like us. We have
a collective, this paralysis of the two boys, in South of Italy, for the whole of
Italians. If you are a Tourist, you don't feel it. You don't understand. It's
incomprehensible. But, if you live in Italy, especially in South of Italy, this
condition of paralysis comes in the May, April-May they call it "The Sleeping

Months". Out of nowhere, around about Twelve O'clock, One O'clock, you just
fall, there is no way they can keep you awake. Then, repeats itself in a lesser
Strength in September, October. But the Summer time, April-May is a killer.
Because the Gravitational-Magnetic Field of the Earth, in the position of the
Season, just chose to the whole of the Humanity in this area that, you feel
exhausted. Specially paralysis. That's two bodies of two children, this is the,
repetition of every year. The first year we stayed here in Italy, we felt it, and it
was unbelievable. Those of you, who even go on my teaching in Barletta, you
hear sometime, Rick switches the teaching off, because, I could not carry on, I
just sat on the chair and I fall asleep, for a few minutes, it's impossible, Rick can
tell you. You could hear a snoring, so they switched my microphone off. So now,
it should be no mystery. Now we understand, the position of the Fields matches
about the... these two boys, and, it creates that condition. But, total
environment hits the whole of South of Italy this way. They call it this, it's known
as ... "Sleeping Months." You just fall asleep lunch time, in the afternoon. There
is no way you can keep yourself awake. Impossibility. I even seen on some of the
Keshe Foundation visitors who stayed the few months, they got the disease, but
it's the Field interaction. Now we know, the Field created touches at the Strength
in our Brain, in the filter of Brain, that creates that condition. So, now we can
explain these mysterious awakening. And it's the same with the girl that loses
his... her hair. Certain Field matches the growth of the hair, and the way we drop
hair every day. All of us loses thousands of hairs every day. Hundreds of the
hairs. If you're a Man and you are a hairy one, you know it better than anybody
else. You need a bucket to shovel every month. And, this is what it is. Now we
understand there should be no mysteries. So, when it comes to the explanation
now, of this light, understand why, where. The light, Christ moved out of his own
body, in the state of the Soul. And then, when the Physicality, the state of the
physical Soul diminished, he brought his own Soul to dictate a new cycle of Life,
in a different dimension of Physicality, you call it, 'reincarnation'. We know this,
so now, as a Christian, explain to us how, what you see and then enlighten us,
because you understand the knowledge. (SN) Well ... the actual date, plays some
kind of role ... which creates some kind of ... Gravitational-Magnetic FieldStrength which allows it to ... manifest as a 'fire', which they call it, which doesn't

burn hands, for few hours, and ... because so many people are gathered, to see
this, and... and they believe so ... so much in it, they... they can see it and... (MK)
Okay let's do some correction, you know, like we do tests, we just say, what?
(SN) Yes. (MK) Is this the fire of a Soul that he doesn't burn, or is the fire of the
Physicality? (SN) Life... So, we are talking about different fire. But it manifests...
(SN) It's actual physical fire. (MK) Yes, yes I understand but what I'm trying to
explain... Is this the fire of Physicality Soul that it manifests itself in a physical
condition? You understand? So it doesn't dare. (SN) Yes Yep. (MK) You
understand? So, the Man walks in a position, (SN) Yes I understand. that creates
this condition, which the Christ left through his Soul. (SN) Yes I understand. (MK)
Explain the rest please, we'll go silent. (SN) Well, next is the ... the other people...
... the fire ... passes over other people, which ... hold their candles, which are not
lit, at that moment, and ... So, their Wish of ... each person standing there, ...
creates the Field that passes the fire onto their hands and candles. ... I might be...
might not be able to explain it, that correctly but, my understanding is that.. that
it's the Wish of all the people there standing to receive the energy, the fire ... that
manifested... manifesting it, in a physical fire on their candles. That's... that's all
ab... Yes. (MK) You are 100% right. (MK) That's how easily you explain 2,000 years
of mystery. (SN) Yes, the reason I... I wanted to understand, sorry, the reason I
wanted to understand this properly because I... I want to teach this ... in Georgia.
And, the Georgians and the Orthodox church are very powerful there, and ... I
wanted to have every answer that might... (MK) You don't need to, you have to
answer. (SN) come up. Never have an answer, always enlighten, (SN) Well... no,
(SN) explain it maybe? (MK) to understand. (MK) To explain, through the... reach
their Soul before you open your mouth, they understand. Learn to teach through
your Soul. If you listened to me, in past few days, even today, sometimes I go
quiet. It's not that I need to gather thoughts, it's I feed, that the knowledge
spreads equally, and all amongst the Soul of the Man. You can teach the Soul
before you even start talking and they understand it. So, as one Georgian, one
Christian Georgian have understood this. Now, because you have become that
light, the rest will start understanding. It's you who have to teach it through your
Soul, not through your mouth. You can do it from Australia, you don't need to go
and teach it in Georgia. (SN) I'm trying to... (MK) You're a Georgian from Russia?

(SN) No. Georgia. (MK) Or Georgia from United State? (SN) No, from... formerly
USSR yes. (MK) USSR, Russia we call it. (SN) European, European. (MK) Georgia,
my ancestors come from there. My great grandfather used to be part of Georgia.
(SN) Yes, you said once, I... I remember that. (MK) Yes. So, because that was the
land where the Jews had a good money making system, so that's why they were
there. So, that's why we have so many Georgian Jews, they were the backbone
of the... a lot of revolution changes... after the split of SSI. Georgian Jews did a
lot, in bringing a lot of things into Russia. I used to work with many of them. ...
The... the... You see, you understand. Now a mystery, by you explaining more,
you will understand more yourself. This is... goes back to what I explain. Go back
into the teaching, of past few months, you can hold your hand and create Gold,
in your hand. (SN) With the Emotion. Yes with the Emotion. (MK) Yeah. So now,
is the wishes of the people there, that the creation of the Fields, through their
Soul, lights a candle. So, we already been knowing this, but, the Truth has been
kept away from you and the layman, like you, can explain it so simply, doesn't
need no Jews, no Christians, no Muslims. You teach this to Vatican, they will kill
you. Because, it's something they use as a mystery, to be able to dominate. Now
there is no mystery, a layman like you, have explained in such a sweet way. (SN)
Well if I can ... ask another question, it's not a question, idea. Can I explain myself
again? (MK) Let's say, put it in... Answer the question and then tell me the
question. (SN) Yeah. So there's also an icons ... in churches, in Orthodox churches,
and people are praying to it and ... they give ... from their Soul ... I ... I can
understand this. And ... when somebody's sick ... ... they can go to the 'miracle
icons', they call it, they can go to it, ask it and they can get cured ... cured out of
some disease, and, or anything they wish. So ... my understanding of... again is
that ... that icon ... receives their energy when people pray on, on it And ... then
when somebody needs it, it gives back, or the... the person, of the person ... who
needs it, to receive something from the icon wishes through, his or her Soul, it
gets ... manifested, or the other way around. So ... and the other part of it is, that
some icons ... sometimes start to cry with a blood coming out of their ear ... eyes
and that... ... I don't know I couldn't explain ... I've tried to, so many times, to
understand this but... ... Sometimes icons start to cry blood coming out of the
eyes, And ... yeah, this is one of the 'mysteries', they call it. So, basically what I

wanted to say, is that, when people make a God out, outside of themselves,
doesn't matter if, it's a picture, or icon ... it's not right. So, they give, the ... the
church steals their energy, the... from people and then ... they make you believe,
that this ... icon gives away miracle cure or Wish accomplished, whatever they
decided to receive .... I hope I explained myself ... correctly... I know... (MK)
Okay. Now try to re explain again. And see how more you understand. (SN)
Well... Is not that, I want you to do it, it's just that if you do, you see... (SN) What
I understand is.... (MK) you understand more. (SN) Yeah, I... Okay, I can go a bit
deeper, maybe the ... part there I said ... the... sometimes those icons are crying
... Maybe they, because so many people pray on it, ... the icon creates an ener...
the Plasma around it, it starts to ... it starts to ... manifest itself or ... create a
Physicality that I don't... what I don't understand why is it in a blood or why is it
in a... in a way of sorrow manifestation, because of people they are trying to ...
give their negative energy ... probably... probably, that's the answer, yes. so ...
basically, the icons in Georgia, in Orthodox church ... play a big role in peoples
mind controlling, no? And ... yeah I thought about it many... many times ... How
could I explain it? And... and ... we have... finally have... I understood but...
because, I'm trying to explain this ... Maybe, it's not that clear for myself, Mr
Keshe? (MK) No is ... it's good because, when you... when you bring such a
discussion on the table, you haven't come to show a reactor, you haven't show a
new method, ... with what you brought, in what was ... discussed between you
and me, and what we brought with Jalal for... Because, the discussion you
brought on the table today, the seed of it was set yesterday in a tea... private
teaching. I knew this discussion will come up today. But, there was as need of a
Soul to deliver in the voice of the Man. Is not coincidental that, it was discussed
yesterday, or another teachings, or what we saw, in the move of the American
government. We are all step, key into the development of the other Souls and
gaining position. So, now that you brought this discussion on the table, the way
you explained it, and now that you have explained your understanding, and a
little bit we tried to, explain the science behind it in the background, more people
come to think, is not just a voice. You got to realize, many people who will listen
to these teachings, hundreds of thousands of people, we reach millions through
these teachings, and somewhere down the line, you have inspired people to

think. Now all these what are used as miracles to control Man, has a physical
explanation. (SN) Yes (MK) ...has a explanation that they never thought, and a
layman... If I explain says, "Oh Keshe said." Now on is not Keshe, is a man a
Christians who understood the knowledge, and can explain it himself. We
haven't brought the church, that one sits and tells and the rest follow, we
brought the Ethos of understanding that we all think, that we can all
accommodate each other, and this is what forever, Dr Parviz bashes on me,
"Collective Consciousness." Collective Consciousness of the Soul, not Collective
Consciousness of Physicality, it's a big difference. We work, we understand, we
explain and in time, when the time is right someone like you comes and can
explain it, a layman can explain the manifestation of the light, because now you
have the scientific explanation of it from past 4 years, 5 years. So, you
understand why they see the light, on a Sunday, on Easter for the day of the
Easter, and why the people who are present, because they go there with their
Souls, to see. So, they have already created the filter, and you got to understand,
the Soul, the light of the Soul, of the Christ, bless his name, dictates the
manifestation of Physicality of himself, let alone a candle, But, it's been misused
because, never understood. Now we understand! It is, because everything has a
Magnetical-Gravitational Field-Strength. What is coincidental that, that light, the
Field-Strength of the Planet, at a given time, always matches and creates that
light, they're the Matters, the Soul of the Man which with that intention,
manifest itself in a physical dimension of the light, so what you tell us, is what
we've been teaching, now you understood. In a way you came, sat for exam and
you passed. And now you have become a teacher, you have to teach through the
Soul, not through the Physicality, but you can explain the Physicality. (SN) Can
yes ... (MK) ... (SN) Thank you Mr, can I ... can I share a... a drawing board for...
(MK) Yes (SN) ...for a few minutes, please? (MK) Wait ... Rick who has to stop
(SN) I'll show that again... (MK) Rick can you allow him to share please. (RC)
Yeah, he should be able to do that. (SN) Yes I'm ... (MK) With these kind of
explanation like you do, it stops us to create more Prophets in Space, because
we understand the True ... process. (SN) this is for example, is a Icon with a Saint
on it or, doesn't matter. And when people praying to the... it creates ... My
understanding is, that it creates its own ... Gravitational-Magnetic Field, and

decides how to manifest itself. And, sometimes ... manifest as a blood, or as a oil
sometimes. it's a oil, 'Holy Oil', they call it, I don't know... it comes a lot of ... this
... (MK) Do we know what's inside this thing? (SN) ... What do you mean Mr
Keshe? Inside the Icon? (MK) I mean, what is this ... this... (MK) No, no. I mean is
it a physical blood? Do they freak out? (SN) ... Yes, they don't test it of course,
but it... it's red and it looks like a blood. (MK) Okay, now go back to the science.
What is.... I... this is actual you explained it, and with Jalal we explained it in
different way. We have a Field-Strength, that matches with something inside
that is the level of the Emotion of the Man. You understand? (SN) Yes. (MK) So,
it's very simple. Everything in the Universe is explainable, when somebody he
says, "I can do, is magic." Say, "Explain the magic." Everything is explainable,
these things we're seeing around the world many, many, many ways, many
times, and ... here has converted itself to tear, or because, it benefits the pain of
the Man, and within this structure of this metal, this Icon, there is something
placed, that it creates the field, somebody understood when he made such a
thing. You understand? (SN) Yes, yes. (MK) ... There is a, if you go to Brussels ...
main square, the main market, the grand market, there is a road which goes to a
statue called, 'Manneken Pis', it's a little tiny boy it's ... you know, the whole
world has 'Eiffel Tower', and God knows what. The Belgians have their little
pissing boy, it's called 'Manneken Pis' it's a few inches high, not much. And as
they piss on the whole ... time, people just go to see it, it's something you go and
see and on the way to go and see it ... on the road ... from the main grand
market there is a lady lying down and they say, "If you Wish, correct, the true
Wish" and you touch the lady from toe to head, and brings only one wish. If you
want a child, you get pregnant. And you see many people walk and touch this
statue, many people. And, in a way, is not the statue which makes you pregnant.
In a way the Field within it, allows the Field within the Emotion of the Man to be
in line, to receive life. Look at it, picture it's a lying woman. We make love in lying
condition, that we can in pregnant, that it create Life, even the position of the
statue is chosen to be. The guy who made it understood the concept,
understood the Essence of creation. I know many, many people who got
pregnant when they going to see this ... statue. Where they wanted it, and the
Soul agreed with it. There are many many ... things like this around the World.

There is a... we know about ... Tom Cruise and his wife, they couldn't have
children, and we know she, when she went to make a movie in Australia, in a lake
where the Aborigines always said, "When a woman wants to get pregnant, goes
to this lake, she gets pregnant." And she went, and they couldn't have any
children for years, she got married to another Man. And in a movie she was
making, she went to this lake, and she got pregnant. Because, now we
understand it's the Field-Strength we touches our Emotion. These Field-Strength
when we see these things, now we understand the knowledge of the creation
that, as I just said in the teaching of today, our brain has created a massive dense
filter to convert its Fields to Physicality. Where the Sun takes millions of
kilometres to do it, it's more clever, the more compact it gets, the Soul, the more
cleverer it becomes, because it has more energies packed to go. We say in Farsi a
very nice thing, you know the pepper we eat, "The smaller the pepper gets the
hotter it becomes." You know, long, long, you know, 'paprika' you call it, they are
sweet, but when they become very, very tiny ones, they are very hot. They say,
"If you want to taste a pepper, break it, don't look at its size." You understand?
Because it's the essence of it. (SN) Yes So, in our Soul we convert this. In
Physicality, many, many people, over Centuries, have been enlightened to this
knowledge. And they transfer the knowledge into the physical condition, or
statues, or other things, that, in a way people, could understand their knowledge
they would have killed them. The first man who said the Earth was round, we
know what they did with him. Yeah? So, it's the same position. Many people in
the time of Man have been enlightened. But they could not pass the message, so
they hidden it in different statues or whatever. And it works, so that's it. But
even they themselves, couldn't understand it's the Soul of the Man. The... the
beauty of it is, the manifestation of the Soul of the Christ, in a Physicality, the
body of the Christ, which is called. 'resurrection'. It moves out, Soul with
Physicality, and then re-manifests itself. This is done by many, many, people who
reach the maturity of the Soul. The repetition of it, I had said in the teachings the
what exactly what Christ did, in a short time and he res ... resurrected, was done
by the body of the Báb in Tabriz, with 900 bullets shooting at him. That was a
instant resurrection, because he wanted to show, "This is my power." In
Physicality the bullets have hit the body, but in Soul he was not, and reincarnated

himself. The reincarnation of Christ which people say, he was and gone, has
truly been repeated in the martyrdom of Báb in Iran. Clearly, and people don't
understand, they just write it as part of the history. It is, .... the Iranian television
has made a movie about this, a series about it. This is what is not good to do, but
it's the way we have to understand. How can you shoot a man with 900 bullets,
because he said I have not finished? And then he's where he is, it's impossibility.
A magician? Prophet of God's are not magician. It's the resurrection which
means he has left his Soul, and he manifested himself in Physicality the physical
life it's not there. These are the things which we need to understand, and the
faster we understand, the faster we become passengers of Space, because then
nobody can fool us, we just look what is it. You know I used to play a lot of magic
with my boys, and they're young, they're innocent, it's like Human Race, Human
Race is so innocence, that all it is, you know I used to play coins with them, and
put the coin just in my sleeve and say the coin, "Oh", the... they were looking for
everybody, actually was in the sleeve. But now and then I show them, l says,
"Don't get fooled, that coin is here, you didn't see me," "I put it there because I
asked you to look at the bird." So, this... this from now on, for us, has to become
a norm. And this... all these things which has happened to us as magic and
mysteries, has become the backbone of our knowledge, to understand we cannot
be fooled anymore. We understand the reason, "now explain." When an Entity
shows you he can create the winds, that half of the Earth will shake, you say,
"Show me how you do it, how do you change the Magnetic Fields," "you show
me the strength, which part of the spectrum you use." Then, there is no magic
and you don't call him the 'God of wind'. This is the beauty of the knowledge. We
have given the Man the Totality of the knowledge. It's for the Man to understand
it, then when you understand it, you can live in the spans of Universe. Even
when God comes to you and appears in front of you, You say, "Okay, you're God,
these are the sequences," "I want to see this, 'this', 'this', 'this', because my Soul
is talking to you," "not me, and I'm you, I am the Soul of Physicality," "I want to
see if I want to give my life, my Physicality, as a Soul of the Man to you." This is
what I explained yesterday in the teaching. The Soul of the Man, has led to the
Physicality of the Soul of the Man, that it comes in the dimension of
manifestation. So, the Soul of the Physicality, is aware of the existence of the

Soul of its own created, that it let's, to its creation. Is the collective Souls of the
Entities within the egg and the sperm, that led to the creation of the Soul of the
Man. And now the Soul of the Man in return as a collective, shares balance equal
to all the others, to lead to the creation of the Physicality of the Man, of the Soul
itself. The sooner we understand this process, then we see it's the same, the
presence of the Soul of the Man, confirms the existence of the Soul of the
Creator. Otherwise, there is no Creator. Our Soul as a Soul of the Man, which
has led to the Physical confirmation of the Man, confirms the existence of the
Soul of the Creator, without us, he cannot be confirmed. So, we are part of, we
are collectively, as One. And without him we cannot confirm the existence of our
Soul. Because we gave, we gave and now we receive from what we gave. We
gave to elevate all of us as equal that became the Soul of the Man, and now
through it, we get the confirmation of our own existence. Then, you explain what
kind of filters you use between the two, the brain, the space of between the
Solar-System, the span between the Galaxies, the space between the center of
the Universe and the Galaxies, and then the spans of, in the Universe, and the
Soul of the Creator. So, it needs our physical Soul existence as a Soul of the Man,
forgot to exist to confirm his existence, "I made Man in the image of myself." So,
nobody can trick us, we just got to look at the filter. How the filter is and which
filter has been used? And the sooner we get this, the faster we become Man of
Space. If you see on the screen you see these lights, let's say these are like the
Soul of the Men, Soul of the Entities, in the Universe flying around. And it
depends where these lights manifest themselves as a Star or a Moon or a light.
There should be no more magic for us, this should be clear understanding. It
should be clearly clear understood, that we are part of what we are, because we
chose to give manifestation to the Soul of the Creator. It's very easy, so easy.
Now, do you want to explain to us more of your understanding? (SN) Hello, can
you hear me? (MK) Yes. (SN) Yes, ... Yeah I wanted to say something about... I
got this "knackt". So, this is our body. This is our brain. This is the Soul here,
which is ... as you explained it's a small dot. And what we need to do is ...
throw... Well, what I understood again is for our heart, with a ... giving Emotion.
And, I wanted to increase... increase that field, which goes to a Soul, which feeds
Soul. So this Soul, Magnetical-Gravitational Field expands and ... comes out of

the skull ... which starts to feeding our body and ... (MK) Let me ... It's very
correct, but let me expand on the knowledge. The heart of the man is collector
of the S... individual Soul operation of the Emotion of the physical Soul of the
body of the Man. In a way, it goes around and collects all from all the
subsidiaries. And then, then when it comes into the heart, it becomes like the
sperm which sits on the egg, that they come collectively together and create a
Soul, that in the heart through the operation of the Fields of entry and exits of
two, the physical and the Emotion, lead to creation of the continuous balance of
the Soul of all part of Physicality. And in conjunction with it, in the interaction of
these Fields with the Soul of the Man, creates a dimension of the Physicality of
the Man. So, if you look at it that other way, the Soul of the center, not the
heart, the center of the interaction, balancing of all the physical Souls, sits within
the heart of the Man. That's why, when you shoot the heart, the body dies.
When the heart stops working it loses its participation in the physical Soul, to the
main Soul of the Man to keep the balance. The Soul of the man for example is the
Sun, and the Soul of the Physicality, completely connected at any instance, is the
Soul with the heart of the Man, within the heart of the Man. And the two need
each other to confirm the balance between the manifestation of Physicality and
existence of the Soul itself. That's why brain cannot feed, the blood cannot feed
the brain because brain has its own source, it receives its energy from the
Universe. From the environment of outside the physical body of the Man. And
that's why we see no blood vessels inside the structure of it, because it uses it,
for its manifestation of its Physicality. You understood fully? (SN) Okay. Yes, yes
... I did ... Mr Keshe. And are the following the ... outside the question now, I
want to understand ... can, ... how could, can we ... create ... free Plasma without,
with our ... intention? I'm saying ... Gravitational-Magnetical Fields are, of course
the different ... Emotions at the end of the day. So... (MK) Okay, can we... can we
stop there? I'm gonna go back, and then you explain from what you understood
and you might understand from this. You have a big doe. Yeah? (SN) Yes. (MK)
And now, you have to decide how you want to cut this doe, and where you want
to place this doe. (SN) Okay. (MK) One will be a piece of cake, one will be a piece
of a biscuit, one has to be sweet, one has to be salty. So, now you understand
the operation of your Soul, in your brain. Now, you have to see what

temperature, what distance, where you gonna put what doe, what ingredient
you need to be added to it to become a cake, bread, salt bread and the others.
And then the beauty of, with you is, you don't need the Physicality to control it.
You have to understand the Field-Strength of the environment. That you
manifest in that point what you need. It means Man has to learn another
dimension, which he already knows, but he never comprehended it. Collection,
part of the Fields of the environment, where through the release of its own Fields
can lead to the creation of the other one to see what he has created. This is a
very, very delicate, you have to understand. In a way you need to... it's like a
telephone call, you have to receive the message of the Lover, to be able to speak
the Love word back to. And it's within us, our brain has it, our Soul has it, but we
never understood it. You have to become more educated in the inner working of
the strength of different Fields in your Soul, that, "I have to detect the FieldStrength of the environment," and, "at that point, I want to release a bread, with
certain things, that in that point, tastes like a sweet bread, in the other one it's
salty about half a meter away." Do you understand? (SN) Yes. (MK) So, you have
to, not only to give, you have to learn, "What am I receiving?" This goes back to a
teaching, even in past few days in one of the teachings I was explaining, is that
our Soul, or let's say Planet Earth, does not receive any Magnetic-Gravitational
Field just coming. If it doesn't have it in it, which is needed it, it doesn't touch it,
the Field passes on. Somewhere inside the Planet Earth, there is a need for a
given strength Field to come in, because it wants to give but it needs to receive to
give it. And then, it gives more. So, even Earth has a mechanism to know what
Field-Strength, it doesn't absorb all the Fields from all over the Universe, "Just
come in, you're there I take you." You only takes what it needs, to manifest the
weather, the air we breathe, the interaction of Magnesium or Calcium, whatever
we need. So, now you brought a new extension to the knowledge. Which we
have explained before. And it goes back, in part of the teaching very recently and
it's in the book. Earth can only, or the Universe can only, or the body of the Man
can only, or our cell, or our Soul can only expand into the dimension, or the
Space, which is available for it to exist, and it's allowed by other Universes for
the... our Universe to exist within. It's the same, change the Universe to the Soul
of the Man, and the Fields of the environment, and you get a bread, or the salt

bread or the sweet bread. We have to extend the knowledge further steps,
thanks for you, to come into the teaching that we can do it. Is that now, not only
we know we can give, not only we said, "You can put your hand, create light."
Because now we have, it's a Soul, it's part of us, we can do it better. Now we
have to understand, we have to understand the need of the balance of the Fields
of the others at a given point that they'd like with us to make the bread in that
point, the red spot you put in, on the board. (SN) Yes. (MK) Now it's coexistence
interaction between the Fields. Then you can produce anything. Because, you
respect the environment, you understand it, and you give it too because it gives a
pleasure for your physical Soul to be provided by the Soul of the Man. This is
something you have to understand, I explained this couple of time on the surface
maybe we can go in the depth again? The Soul of the Man, gives unconditionally
to Soul of the Physicality, for it to see the pleasure of the existence of the Soul,
and the... for the Soul of Physicality to see that it can create physical condition of
the manifestation, that it can be observed. That, it can be observed that its exist.
Soul does not just give to the Soul of Physicality, it gives to it, that the Soul of
Physicality through its power can show that, "I can manifest myself." And with it,
in that manifestation confirm the existence the Soul. These are not theology,
these are pure physical facts, this is science. It's nothing to do with theology. It
means those who call it this, they call it a 'magic', because they don't understand
it. We are not talking about theory and theology and existence of God. This is a
physical manifestation. The Earth exists because through the Fields of the Sun, in
existence, in conjunction, in interaction with the Soul of the Earth. Earth can
manifest itself as a beautiful planet. That with it, it confirms the existence of the
Sun. So is the Soul of the Man, with the Physicality of the Man. This is not the...
so if this is theology, so Earth is a theory, doesn't exist. The Gravitational Field of
the Earth, in interaction with the Gravitational Field of the Earth, leads to
creation of the condition, that the Earth can manifest itself, as being. Is this a
theology? Then we are all the big part of problems. It means we are all ignorant
to the True Essence of Creation. And what you show, is exactly what it is, so it
should not be a mystery. Now you have to understand, this is, what in all the
teaching, we said, "You manifest yourself in Space, according to the condition of
the environment, which you Mani..., you appear, and if your physical Soul, would

like to manifest itself, in this environment." It's like you pass a road, your wife
says, "Let's go to the party!" says, "I don't like to go to this party!" "This party
they drink, they smoke, and this and I can't stand it, so I'm not going to the
party." If you don't go to the party, the party still goes, but if you don't go, it's
the same as if you go, you bring, you become another crowd, the party gets
bigger. But it doesn't mean the ignorance of non-existence of the party, and the
ignorance of not you existing. This is where it's a beautiful thing we have. And
they put it right at the bottom of the Keshe Foundation website. It has to be right
on the top. It says, "Where science meet the Soul of the Man." "The Keshe
Foundation where the science meets the Soul of the Man." Because the
operation of the Soul, is scientific, is not mythical, is not theology. Those who
want to abuse it, stick it to theology and myth. Those, like you, who understand
it, can explain it scientifically and then, this creates a problem, they cannot rob
like they did in the name of the church, and the mosque and the rest of it, for
centuries. Now you understand, and the way you understood before, but you
couldn’t put it together, that you can create a condition, for the wisdom of the
Man, which is the confirmation of existence of you. And nobody else. Because
you have no right to interfere with another Soul, unless the Soul would like to
share part of its Fields with you, not all of it. (SN) Yes. (MK) There is no theology
in the science, it's a pure physical understanding. And it has to be one, to lead to
the creation of the other, or manifestation of a condition. There has to be a
Creator, the One who has the Essence of the Totality, or majority of the Soul, of
the resources of the energies of Universe, that the interaction of itself, by the
fractions of which are created of itself, can protract and show itself, in compare
to the Totality. We are Fields, which over millions of years, which has no time in
the real life of the Creation, have separated, become small, and then fractions,
and then ourselves, in fraction become in interaction with the center, call
ourselves our existence of the Totality. It's like you live in the village, you move
out with... to another Field outside, but you still keep in touch with the village,
and that village is kept in touch with a city, So, the city exists, can exist without
you as a village. But the village can exist, without you as a person outside. But
your confirmation clearly states that there is a village, and the village existence
confirms through it, people go to city, to get something else, which there is more

of in, so we go for more of, and more of, and more of. So, we... the Creator
needs the Soul of the fractures and frictions, which created out of the
interactions of its own Fields, to exist, to become, to manifest themselves, that
through that, manifest, confirm the existence of the Creator, what we call the
'God', or the 'Soul', or the 'Solar System', and there on. So, "I made Man in image
of myself", I have all the attributes of the Creator. So, we can create anything in
Space, ourselves. As I said, Keshe Foundation is opening a number of research
centers. And in one of research centers, which we don't disclose anymore, there
is a development for these things has started, and ... we, we will go to the next
phase of it, in the coming months, weeks, and you will see. In a coming time, we
will create a Soul. Exactly how an egg and a sperm come together to create the
Soul. And then collectively, we accept that it'll be the Soul of this Planet, as us
being equal, that we collectively through this Soul, we operate with rest of the
Universal Council, the Universal ...what you call it, ... Universal Community. This
is how everybody else does. Otherwise everyone goes and wants to report, the
body of the Man works the same way, so does the Universe. This is the reason we
setup the Universal Council and the Earth Council. People understand, they look
at the Physicality of the people of the Councils, but in fact the operation is
through the Soul of the members of the Councils, not their Physicality. And
nobody has understood this. But gradually you understand. It was a Wish of the
member of the Council, not to see war in Middle East. That was the member of
the Earth Council Dr Parviz, and we granted it. Because his Wish was pure. He's a
man who've seen the war in Middle East, in between Iraq and Iran, between two
neighbours, and he had to help both, irrespective of what he's told us in his
teachings. He did not want to see that again, and it was granted. We'll see the
Sepāh will announce, different moves in the Middle East. And we respect the
leadership of Sepāh for their thoughtful understanding, through their Soul. The
same with the Saudi government. The same with the American and the others.
We have elevated their Soul, this is not coincidences. They see there is no
solution for war and more losses. We don't support no radical organizations, we
support the Soul of the Man, who sits within these organizations, that he wants
Peace, and it carries out his Peace. Because now he has the strength as us, that
he can receive it, that he can give, and elevate. Now, the Soul of Peace has found

the tongue of work, through our work. That simple. It was the wish of the Togo
Council, to bring Paul, to bring Peace to Togo, and we've seen it. One Man.
These Universal Council members, will become a point of strength, for the Man
to understand, because they come through their Souls. Those who came with the
tainted heart, they have already left, they will leave. Those who come with the
true Souls to serve, they come and they strengthen the whole Humanity. There
is no theology. It's understanding of the work of the interaction of the Fields, in
the Physical-State. Theology belongs to those who play magic. Because they
never understood, so they can use, what I call 'subsidiaries'. There was a reason
you came here, and I knew this discussion would... It's amazing how people bring
the subjects on, because we already have called our own Souls to be there. (SN)
Yes, I wanted to talk about this Mr Keshe, a long time ago about... ... probably
today was the right time. (MK) Thank you very much. Thanks for coming. (SN)
Thank you. (MK) Carry on. (SN) Yes. All I wanted to say is ... I can talk more, but ...
what I'm gonna say is that ... ... at this moment, all I can, that I can prove myself,
that I can make a Wish and manifest it, (MK) Don't make a wish, you can. That's
the difference. (SN) Yes, it's ... it's before the ... going to sleep ... when you, when
you go to sleep, and before you fall asleep, you make a Wish, and ... put a
Emotion to it, and somehow, sometimes in couple of days, sometimes next day,
sometime in few months, it manifests itself. So I've tested it few times on myself
and ... and yes, it's probably and ... my understanding is that I can ...
communicate better to my, my Soul, when I go to sleep, because brain is ... starts
to going to sleep, let's say that way, and ... I can communicate better with my
Soul, and ... when the Wish is .. good for ... for everybody, I would say for ...
others, it manifests more clearly and more... better way I would say, the way we
do, wished ... before you went to sleep. That's all that I wanted to say, so ... thank
you very much Mr Keshe and ... thank you for today ... for today's teaching. How
can... I will let other people to ask questions. [chuckles] Thanks. Hello? (RC) Yes
we hear you, thank you very... (MK) Thank you very much. Thank you very much
for your time, for your enlightening us. Any other questions? (RC) We have a
question from Jan in the Livestream, He says, "Now that we're reaching Peace in
the Middle East ... what about the Peace between the US and North Korea?
Whose Souls should we elevate to avoid a war between North Korea and the US?"

(MK) Don't take me there, because I can open a Pandora box, a few World
leaders will resign immediately, uh?. You have to understand, maybe, maybe we
do. Maybe, maybe it's time to explain it in Physicality? The, the problem in ...
North Korea is not US. Then, the problem with North Korea is the US itself. This is
what they don't tell you, there is something which we know, and I know this is
gonna create a lot of problem, for maybe, whatever reason, for whatever,
whoever. But you got to understand at the moment, chemical testing, chemical
warfare testing is illegal across the Planet. No one can do anymore chemical war
tests, physical or chemical war test. But, it's done in North Korea. And the
Nations who are in this business, are paying North Korea to do so. So, who's
testing new chemical warfare? Who is paying for these to be done? In, in the
Western World, when you want to do ... clinical trial, it costs millions to find the
people, who would like to be tested, then you have to pay them, and the rest.
Now they pay governments to do this. Which governments are needed to do
these things? China doesn't need it. There are two or three Nations who would
like to develop their chemical warfare, and other new technologies, that where
it's one dictator and he can do it, then nobody can ask questions. Voila, you got
your answer. Israel is one of the biggest investors in North Korea, for chemical
warfare testing. We know that, it's a CIA report. So where does the money come
from? We know huge amount of information, about missile launch and the rest
of it, is given by European government. We have disclosed their name. They
know. Knowledge, science, in exchange for Life of Man. So, is there a problem
between North Korea and America? Not really. On the surface yes, but without
North Korea, American scientist's, governments, cannot do the test, which they
cannot do in United States, and anywhere else. Call them whatever, but do all,
you're operation inside. This is where it comes. There is nobody, no one said.
This, once Man understands the work of propaganda, which goes on, they will do.
The bigger contributor to the state of Israel, is Saudi Arabia. So, Israelis have a
great say, into Saudi's work, as much as Saudi has... Because Saudi Arabia pays to
the Israeli government, to look after Palestinians. That's how it is, it's not a bribe.
It's a open book policy, being going on for decades. Without the support of Saudi
Arabia, the Palestinians will suffer. It's the beauty, it's the grace of the Nation.
But, to give this help to the Palestinians, and give them freedom and whatever,

Israelis use the Saudis to play the games that we saw. And this game is finished.
You have to open your eyes in the World diplomacy. And see the Soul of the
World leaders. This is what it is, there is no change there, there is nothing you
can say. "It wasn't" or "it isn't", it is the reality which exists. China doesn't need
North Korea to test. Because is, it's the structure of the Nation, they can do
whatever they like. They have the knowledge, they have the power. But they're
a Peaceful Nation, they don't need. You have to understand the beauty of this
knowledge, of the President Xi and the Chinese government. They don't see
need in essence to develop these things, because they can do more for their
Nations, that they can keep them calm, and serene and Peaceful. Where the
Americans have a different, by shouting with... "we try to create Peace," actually
it's a war, "we want to have more." North Korea dilemma, is because Americans,
Israelis, are fighting continually for their own tests, and the European... Germany
is one of the biggest contributors into North Korea development, through
another government in Europe. We already disclosed this to the security's, we
gave them all the documents. So, is there a problem in North Korea? In the
news, yes. They are testing? Yes! But nobody's telling you, there is huge amount
of chemical warfare testing is going on, paid by the American and Israelis in Nor...
(inaudible) Now you know where the... most of the money comes from. The
same situation Saudi Arabia. They want to sell arms, they dictate different ways,
and then they put Iran against Saudis. But now the Iranians and Saudis, become
wise through the Soul of the Man, and we see. This is the beauty of the
technology. This is why we feel comfortable to work with the Nation, which has
one face, not two faces, and that's China. It's the pleasure for Keshe Foundation,
to be and will support every move, of the Chinese government, because they are
a beautiful Nation. All my technology is at their disposal. They know it. Some of
you who didn't know, now you know. I've traveled to China twice, meeting
directly with the top people, in the Country, in the government, to do the full
transfers. And in my talks, in past few months, you should have understood that.
Nobody can stop it, we transferred the knowledge, we transferred the
technology. It'll be used for Peaceful application. Keshe Foundation team spent
time in China as a group, that we develop these things, that it comes, because we
see the Peace, through understanding of the Soul. And the Chinese do. I have

every respect for the Chinese leadership. Because, they don't talk, they do! I
have spent months in China, in past few time. to make sure the process
completed. At this moment under the Chinese team, Keshe Foundation team in
China, are developing everything for the peaceful application. We are committed
to Peace, and we work with the Peaceful Nations. We asked the Chinese
community to keep silence about our presence, and they respected it, till we
announced it. Today is to announce it. It's their time, because we've seen the end
of the religions, with the move of past 48 hours, we see the other moves going
on. And I respect and I thank the Chinese community. You met us, and we
appreciate your Love and care for the Foundation and Peace. There is no problem
in North Korea, if the Nations don't want to test and hide. Now ask the Israeli
government open up. How much chemical warfare testing you are doing in North
Korea? How much Americans are doing tests? Weapon technology to test, they
cannot do because the Americans hide and shout. This is very clear, you got to
understand, I tell you something which is very, very interesting for other points
you understand. Dupont, the producer of ...Teflon in United State has faced
multi, multi-million they have been committed to 365 Million penalties for
producing Teflon, which creates the most dangerous nine cancerous elements in
the World. We know, they've been banned to produce it, in US. I can, you can
go, I can publish a list, because we are involved in these testing, we what we
talked is what we are involved, Keshe Foundation is heavily involved, we have
spent nearly a year, two years in development. Teflon, go on the Internet have a
look, has a... the Dupont has been committed to 360 Million, 65 Million for
producing ... dumping waters in United State, that are their highly dangerous, it's
called PFS or something. You can check it out. Then, they have tens of cases,
multi-million cases being sued for people who got cancer from these waters. It's
not gonna end, Dupont is in a big problem. But, all of you ladies and gentlemen
would like to have Teflon in the house. Yeah, they moved the operation to
European country which is now their water is highly contaminated with the same
poison. We are involved in that country we are working in there to reduce it. We
managed to reduce some of it by 93%, some of it by 45% but, through our
Technology, with the help of the Government and the authorities, we are seeing
a way to be able to reduce this contamination. It's gonna be catastrophic in. in,

what you call it, Europe, if we release the data. It's in the bank, it's in the central
data of the Keshe Foundation. Now... people in the United State are still using
Teflon, Chinese are watching that it doesn't contaminate because they're aware
of it, they're controlling it, Where is it produced in Europe? Now, Europeans are
getting cancer because the Americans are using. They exported their problem
into Europe. Because now it can be done here. Americans are safe, we don't pay
any penalties. But what about the Europeans who are getting cancer? It's in the
water systems in Europe now. Heavily. Over 65 water wells have been closed in
past... 18months. because of this contamination. Where is the noise? Now they
take this and produce it in North Korea. So, you get Teflon from North Korea
because the European countries have become aware of it I can bring you our
specialists who are dealing with this, Keshe Foundation permanent staff, we're
trying to... and we are even in developing in past 40 hours we, we've seen a part
of our development has got a Magnetic-Plasmatic Field condition that we're
eradicating for this purpose. So, you want a Teflon? Americans are having it,
Europe has become wise to it, they're gonna stop it, heavy penalties, who's
gonna do it? North Korea. So now is a Ra.... [technical problem] that's why the
Nation can afford these things. If the Americans and Israelis and the Chinese
decide and ... God knows, the rest of the world, there won't be any war. We
open, we can do chemical war test, chemical, not war, but chemical test to see
what else done, in Space. We agree, this has to been done for extraterrestrial
but even in that, we have the agreement of Universal Community, we don't
danger them. This is part of the job of the Universal Council. This is a shortsightedness, if you look at it that way. You look at the expansion extension. This
is how it should be. Now is there a problem... [technical issue] who is financing
it? That is a lot, have you ever thought how much it cost to make these rockets?
How much it cost to do all these things that happen in North Korea? Of course,
where's the money coming from if this country is not doing anything? Have you
ever stood still? Do they grow grass and feed the people or where is all this
millions of people are get fed and they're all clothed and every, we don't see
dead bodies on the street. The money comes from United State it comes actually
through United State, through the State of Israel to finance them. So, there is no
mystery they can play the game but not to us, we see the Soul, we have

information. And the Chinese and the Japanese and the Koreans are watching
this game. Where it's gonna be used, for what? Why there are so many Israeli
scientists in North Korea? So many of them! Or trained by them, to do what they
want to do. Stand still, think about it. We asked for the end of the State of Israel
because of what they've done now in Jerusalem. They ended up themselves. We
didn't, we wanted to have Peace and it was done. Because it is done by the
World leader, now it'll gonna be done different in a way, it takes us a few
months, couple of years and it'll be done. Then, when they have Peace there is no
State of Israel becomes Palestine, it becomes part of our, One Nation, it's
finished. Then, they don't need to spend money we see more problem in North
Korea. I've been to the border of North Korea I stayed, spent time in North Korea.
We listen to the ministers, government make decisions I don't go there for
holiday. I sat down, I s... I was asked to attend two, three breakfasts with
Minister of Unification and I understood the problem, and I could explain to
them, "There is no problem" and they know there is no problem. But the
problem is created because, this way, it sells arms. Iran being a rogue Nation, it
sells arms to the rest of the Middle East. Now this process comes out. now with
the intelligence, with the elevation of the Soul of the members of the Iran
Government, that there is no need to war because we are a peaceful Nation. We
see the retraction, we see the process of Peace coming through. It was our wish
and it'll be achieved. North Korea is not a problem as long as the Israelis and
Americans don't do weapon technology test in a country which is sealed, nobody
knows. Now everybody knows let's see what they do with it. We have
intelligence report on this. Highly, highly valued and valuable. So, the country is
receiving money to test different weapons, different things, for different
countries and then we call them a thief too. Very simple, why Germany who is
not supposed to be nuclear weapon technology, become the 5th, 6th member of
a nuclear negotiating team. It's against the law we signed in United Nation, in the
Second World War. China, sorry Japan and Germany should never have access to
nuclear weapon technology development. Now you see it, now they're investors
in another part of it in... through their concentral friends, in North Korea. That's
why you see the rockets going up and... ...interests who are based in there we
know who they are, they start even killing other scientists, like me, across the

World. We are monitoring everything through the Keshe Foundation intelligence.
Because, when we are intelligent we can see where the problem is we can put
our... to change the condition. Not to interfere. We let their Souls to interfere,
which they don't even know what happened. Is there a problem in North Korea
and America? No! On the surface we fight, underneath we enjoy each other in
bed. And it's a very big bed. Very big, the more money goes out of United State
and Israel into North Korea, than anywhere else and through... for development
of the technologies, that they want to develop, but later on they can use against
China and other places to have more power, now there is no more power, what's
the use of it? There is enough knowledge in the hand of the Chinese from what
we left, that they can enforce Peace and we support them solely. I support the
movement of President Xi 100%, even with my life. He is a Man of Peace and it
needs to be supported. No games. And, if you heard, past few months, I
repeated it many times, "We have transferred, we transferred all the energy
Technology into China. The Space Technology of the Keshe Foundation will go to
China, because through it, we'll achieve Peace we don't have this 'Mickey Mouse
Games'. We don't take side, we see what it is. American move their position, we
work with them to help. Israelis move their position, we work the same too.
Saudi is the same, the Iranians the same. Our knowledge belongs to all. where all
understand there is no move but Peace move. Put your weapons down, I give
you the knowledge of the Universe. You'll be ashamed, why even one second you
contemplated on this. But, they have to do it themselves. if I do it, "It came and it
did." Now we do, we have to stand. Another question? There is something
beautiful, which I think you have to understand, how we spread the knowledge
equally. Dr Gatua, are you there, that you could share with us, how you are
doing it in Kenya? (GM) Yes Mr Keshe and thank you very much for your
enlightenment. (MK) Please, share the screen with us, with what you do and
explain to us, how Africa is getting enlightened, equally as the others. (GM)
Okay. I... I'm sharing... I'm going to share my screen. I hope it works? And, I
began teaching a class in Kenya, at the Kenya Institute of Organic Farming. This
school offers two year diploma courses in organic agriculture. ... I began teaching
... Plasma Science at this college, in September this year. I go there every
Saturday, except during holidays. All class participants have signed the World

Peace Treaty. What we have learned so far, is the Keshe Foundation Ethos.
Which can be simply summarized as quote, unquote: "We are here to serve, and
not to be served." They have learned coiling and Nano-coating. They have also
learned making and uses of several GANSes. What follows then, a few pictures of
the class, and some of their Plasma Science activities. That is, those are the
students at the entrance to their school. Here... (technical issue) there is some
noise in the background. This picture was taken last Saturday, when I issued the
three copies of the three books, that Mr Keshe has written, book one, book two
and book three, I mean The Creation of the Matters in the Universe, The
Structure of the Light, and the beginning, or the beginning of this Universe. The
Universal Order of Creation of Matters, The Origin of the Universe, and The
Universal Order, I mean ... The Structure of Light. All of them have all the copies,
all three copies. These copies were generously donated by Mr Keshe himself. I
have also invited Mr Keshe to this class, so he has spoken and taught these
students. ... Here, they are outside their block, their classroom block. And here,
they are in class. This is how we... they, they sit every, every Saturday. Or close
to that structure, so that we can ... project. Here they are watching the... the 1st
Kids Knowledge Seekers Workshop. So they... they know about Plasma quite well,
because that one explains it very well. This is the area we do Nano-coating, and
making of GANS. So this picture is ... you can see the fire there, we are boiling
water. And I love it, because it shows that anybody can do Nano-coating,
however meagre your resources are. ... They have done Nano-coating here,
they're in the second process, Nano-layering, and they are using ... the
multimeter. to do proper ... Nano-layering, and to give direction to the Plasma.
Here, they are making GANSes, both pictures. And those are the GANSes, they
have so far made, they collect. That was, to the right, that was the first time they
harvested GANS. And that was CO2. They have learned how to use ... liquid
Plasma, and here they are holding, some of them are holding ... liquid Plasma,
others ... GANSes, CO2 GANSes and a Pain Pad, Pain Relief Pads, that they
themselves made. I've shown them how to make them. And they have used
them, and actually know, how effective they are. They can testify to the, to their
efficacy. And here to the left, I am just showing them, we are harvesting the
Amino Acids, on the top layer of the CO2 boxes, CO2 collection kits. CO2 GANS

collection kits. To the right, a picture of a few of them, holding their signed World
Peace Treaty. And all of them have signed, except they are not all here, in this
picture. And the Kenya Institute of Organic Farming their directors, students and
I, very much thank Mr Keshe, for his donation of books and support. All these
books were issued, free of charge to the students, and they are not for sale
anywhere, and I have printed books more than I issued, printed ... one hundred
and fifty copies, each of the book, fifty copies each. And I have other people, that
are not necessarily in this class, but I interact with and I teach, so, I'm going to be
issuing these books to them too. Thank you very much indeed! That's all I have to
share. But if there are any questions, I'll be glad to answer them. (RC) Thank you
Gatua, very good presentation. (GM) Thank you very much Mr Rick. If there are
no questions, I'll just stop sharing. (RC) There is just a comment, "Beautiful
smiles, we feel deep and intense love. Bravo." (GM) Thank you very much. (MK)
Thank you very much, Dr. Gatua. (NM) I have one question for you. Gatua how
many sessions... (GM) Thank you for this opportunity. I have to introduce to...
The question is how many they are. Twenty two... (NM) How many, how many
sessions did you have ... with this group? (GM) ... Quite a number. It started on
16th September, and I've got... been going there every Saturday. So, I have had
some of the sessions I have had, were very practical, so I don't necessarily have
the exact numbers of head. But, ... easy to figure that out. Thank you very much.
That's Nicolas? (KB) Hello Gatua, this is Klaus from Austria. Very well. Thank you
for your work, and I want to give you a little bit, Christmas present, if you want, I
can come in sometime on a Saturday, and we go into the Universal Connection
Field, of Peace and joy. ... If you want, we can speak together next time. and if
you're willing, we can fix this. Thank you for this wonderful work. (GM) Who?
Who's that? (KB) Klaus from Austria. For the resonance. (GM) Oh. Okay fine.
Yeah, we will talk about that. (KB) Yes (GM) Thank you very much. Thank you
very much. (KB) Okay. Thank you. Thank you all together. Bye, bye. (GM) Bye.
(MK) As... thank you very much Dr Gatua. As you can see, we spread the
knowledge across the Planet equal, that nobody can abuse no one. And this is the
beauty, the way we teach. The same thing now, we have allocated, for a 100
University position in Togo. In this coming term. And the following year, when
the government has the facilities, we support up to a 1,000 students, from north

of Togo, that they can be educated in the Universities, that the whole Nation
becomes equal, and not depending on the other one. This is part we have to do.
We have as part of the Keshe Foundation, be equal across and support. And each
one of us can do part, and it's like a knot, each knot counts, in the mosaic of a
carpet when you weave it. And we are, each one us, is one knot, in a very big
carpet, and, it doesn't show the knot we are, but totally together we shine, as a
beautiful work of Mankind. And this is what we have to do. And this is what I
appreciate people like Dr Gatua, when they do, we support them. We are there,
we done that with the other teaching in South Sudan, releasing the books, the
books in Africa has to be free. Those who want to support us, to spread the
books, is to be physical. They don't have computers. It's very hard to get access
to these things. But the book they carry and the Africans in the third... what you
call, the 'lower spending countries', book is a treasure. They hold it for centuries,
they hold it for years, a book, to hold the book, to have a book. And the
knowledge is in the book, they can read it through the eye of the Man. We have
sold many books which we cannot deliver, because of the company in Belgium
blocking us, going out, But, in a way, we give you an address very soon, you write
to the director of this company, you want to hold the rest, you have taken twenty
five thousand, you are a thief, you are responsible, you are blocking us from
gaining a knowledge. And tell him to read the book. We will release the name of
the gentleman, the director of company, which is start... decided to steal and did.
nobody should do, it's gone public on Facebook, that this company should be
blocked, from anybody receiving you, because he works on the wrong way to us
it's ... thieving. Holding books to be spread as a knowledge, is a criminal offense
to the Soul of the Man, but this is a habit of the Nation. And we give you the
name, all those who bought books, and you can't receive it, we give the name,
you write to him, say, "This is our book, we paid for it,, we want our book, you've
been paid." We give you the copy of the receipt, nearly twenty five thousand
Euros. We have a beautiful picture today, we've been told, it's been made by ...
one of our Russian Knowledge Seekers, and it's beautiful to see it. I just had a
quick glance of it, prior to this, it's good. I explain the knowledge to you
afterwards, because I don't want to ... we will let ... let us be enlightened by his
knowledge, and then we go further, in explaining the principal behind it. ...

Would like to share that with us? (RC) Okay, I just ... promoted ... Dan to... I think
I did here, let me have a look. can't find it, in the list. Where did Dan go, in the
list? I just promoted him into panelist, but... (FM) Yeah he's coming in. (RC) Oh,
okay maybe just took a long time. (MK) Do you have his... (RC) I have, yeah I've
got the presentation, so we can get that ready. I haven't told Dan yet, that he's
presenting it right now, but that's okay, sure he's ... (MK) ... While you're looking
for it, the... the Earth constitution, which is done by the Earth Council. The
French language will be done later on, before the closing, and then the standard
teaching video which we have. Go ahead please. Is he there? (RC) Dan are you
there? ... What happened to Dan? Does anybody see him on the list? I don't see
him on my list. (FM) Yeah he's there, at the very... (RC) Oh, at the very bottom,
for some reason on my list. (FM) Mm-hm (RC) ... Dan, do you have a
microphone, that you can open up? I don't see him having a valid microphone.
Do you guys see him having a microphone? (FM) No. (RC) Okay ... Dan if you can
type in the chat, we can direct you to... I'll ask you in the chat, maybe you can...
(MK) We need him to explain this, otherwise we can't show it. (RC) Yeah, we
really need him I mean there's great pictures, and we can kind of work our way
through it, but ... we need his direction... (MK) No we need him to understand,
to get the essence of the knowledge. (RC) Okay let's see if we can get him setup.
... What would you advise guys? He might have to restart Zoom in order to
activate a microphone or... I've asked him as well, if he has a Mic. ... The usual
procedure is to click on the Preferences in Zoom and you can activate your
microphone there, if you have one. I'm sorry Dan, I should have made sure you
were setup there beforehand, I think Dan is, is resetting his system or something,
because he's dropped out of the panelist, he's probably trying to restart the
Zoom, (MK) Okay, do we have anything else, that we can ... what do you call it,
carry on with till he finds his, please? (RC) Let me see ... (CdR) I've got a question,
if I may? Good morning. It's Caroline. Can I? Did you hear me? (RC) I heard, I
heard you. I'm not sure if ... Mr Keshe did or not. We're not hearing his voice
right now, maybe his microphone's turned off. (JG) Go ahead Caroline, we allow
you. (CK) [laughing] Good morning everybody, good afternoon, or good evening.
... I would, because it's in the same context as what happened, with the two
boys, it's in line with what you brought forward Jalal and what the gentleman

brought forward. I would love to get more explanation in how, the Earth, is
actually not, warmed up from the Sun, because when we go above a certain
height, everything is cold. So, how does the Sun interact with its Field-Strength,
with Mother Earth, to give in certain places, that change of different heat,
'temperature', we call it. Because we know all, when we go to certain height,
even in an air balloon, it can be pretty freezing cold up there, so the Earth, the
Sun is not radiating its warmth from the Source, so its Field-Strength. So, how
does this interaction with the Earth, gets created, that in certain places, you get a
higher temperature, or a lower temperature? Could that be explained, because I
think it's also important. Not only because we can feel it, but we can see it in
nature, and we know through the science that there is a warm Field, and there is
such a cold Field, but that covers the whole Planet. Is this possible Mr Keshe?
(MK) Mm yes. But I, I want to know if you all have this knowledge? Can
somebody explain it? If you can't, I explain... The creation of the Amino Acid,
and creation of the Fields, what we call, the 'light', comes from GravitationalMagnetic Field of the center of the Planet, which extends the whole of Universe.
But at certain Space distance from the Sun, from the Earth, in interaction with
the Field of the Sun, it creates the Matter condition. Can somebody close their
microphone, please? That's Caroline, I can hear her. (CdR) Sorry. (MK) So, but as
if you go through all the books and my writings, I explain Earth has a composite
Gravitational-Magnetic Field. It's the Gravitational-Magnetic from the center of
the Earth which expands, and then, we have what we call in science, 'Inertia'.
Which comes from the Gravitational-Magnetic Field of the Matter-State. It's like
the Soul of the ... Physicality. The heating comes from, the heating at the surface
to a limit, of, let's say, half a kilometer, whatever of the Earth, comes from the
inertia Gravitational-Magnetic Field, in respect to the Sun and to the Earth
internal Gravitational Field forces. So, the composite Fields of the Earth, dictates
two types of interactions. One of is Gravitational-Magnetic Field of the plasma
inside, in the center, which expands and goes throughout the Universe, in a
different direction, in different dimension strength, and at forty, fifty, sixty
hundred, two hundred kilometers up, in interaction with the Fields of certain
Field-Strength of the Sun, creates Amino Acid a Matter-State, as we just
explained, regarding the body of the Man. And then, the interaction with the

inertia Field forces, of the Matter-State of the Earth, dictates the Field condition
of the temperature. So, the two are instinct, they are clear. They are very clear.
So, now we understand. So in the desert, you are, more or less, Mono Field,
which means it's a very strong Field. On other part of the World, like bushes,
trees, or Continents where they have a lot of trees or whatever, it has a different
interaction. And then you have to understand, this inertia Gravitational-Magnetic
Field, itself has an interaction, with the central Gravitational Field of the Planet as
well. So, it dictates geological temperature differences due to the Field-Strength
with the Sun, which creates the heat, and then it creates a GravitationalMagnetic Field, with the entity of the body of this Earth, with a physical side, and
its Gravitational so. So, we have the two ... three, in a way, with the interaction of
then, the Plasmas which created, by the higher interaction with the closer, lower
interaction, then we create Life. Now it becomes three. But the temperature,
the heat, comes from the inertia interaction Gravitational Fields. The light comes
from the order of the internal Gravitational-Magnetic Field, not from the inertia,
and then the interaction of the inertia, with the Gravitational - Magnetic Field,
with the Fields which are created by the Sun and the Earth Magnetical Fields, and
then the interaction of the Sun, with the Gravitational-Magnetic Field of the
inertia, leads to creation of Life. So there are four Field forces operating, each
one is separate. One creates the Oxygen and the thing. One creates the heat,
through inertia. And then the interaction of the Fields, of the two inside the
Earth, with what they have created, leads to Creation of Life and the MatterState, and Planets or plants and the rest of it. So this is understood fully, it was
on a... This I've explained in some of the teachings in the past, but this is what it
is, that's why we have heat. And then, depending how far that the Sun ray is with
inertia, we get the Summer and Winter, snows and the rest of it. But now with
understanding this, we can create a third, Fields in... what you call, in 'Directional
Fields', which we can create with our Plasma systems, as we seen in the
hurricane in Caribbean's, that we can override or create a new dome effect, that
temperature stays exactly as it is, because we use the Matter-State of the, ...
Earth, which was the CO2, and whatever to create the Field of it. So, they are part
of the structure, you see that, the trees and the plants, survive with no difference
and the temperature stay constant, because we have connected, we made a

short circuit. This is why in all my teachings I always say, even a Human body
tests, which a lot of people do, "Carbon is a connecting line." So, you create a
shortcut between the three, and then, you have no energy passing through. The
wind goes, you see, but nothing damages, because the same with, the way it is.
In the test which we are doing now, we have, we are testing in next few weeks,
new dimension into another change of environment, in ... what you call it, in the
different heat and cold condition, which we'll explain when ... when test is
completed. Part of the... is the gentleman back yet? Rick have you managed to
get him back on? (RC) ... I'm not, not seeing him yet. (MK) Okay. Okay he'll
come, we've seen this, we've seen part of this work, about a year, two years ago
in Barletta, and in Trani, where we saw the Italian scientist put the Pen, and they
can show the Field, Magnetic Field-Forces of the Pen, Pain Pens in the water, we
can see the dimension, of the Physicality, motion of the Field. Something which
is very interesting, that you... this is some of you, who work in this kind of
knowledge, in the expansion of the ... our knowledge, is that ... some of you have
put, and you put the, let's say, one of these Pain Pens in the fridge, in the
freezers. You put your GANSes in the fridge freezers and then he says, "Yeah, it
frozen." But, what you have to understand, is a GANS is like a Sun. And it has a
habit, to give to the lower strength, that it can bring into balance. So, when you
put a GANS in a condition of a freezer, or a freezing condition, or whatever. If it
is at its strength level, understand the... the explanation, if it is at the strength
level, not at all its strength, it means you still see the GANS. But at the strength
of the cooling or heating up, to become balanced, it becomes balanced with the
environment of itself, that it gives so much energy to the refrigerator, that the
refrigerator, but it's got the pump which is continuously pumping in, so it's
draining more and more from it, then the line of the Field-Strength, in parallel or
in balance with the water, becomes, because don't forget you have a CO2, there
is a Oxygen connection, and you put in a water, then you'll find that when the
Field-Strength in the level of the freezer, strength which is given, is consumed or
is come to balance, then, the water freezes. We, have tested this, I've tested this
myself. You can throw water over snow, GANS water Nano water. the water
freezes nothing shows, but if you throw a GANS snow over the water, then what
happens, is that you see the, gradually, the Field-Strengths, become so weak that

the snow flies away. Just melts or goes. And the other side, when there is no
Field, there's no GANSes, stays frozen on the snow. And then, as the GANS has
given all its Fields to its environment, you see the board which was clear, start
gathering this snow. Because, it has given what it has. If we keep a continuous
flow of the GANS in it, then, ... it will not freeze, because it changes environment.
But the taking is so much, that, it has changed the environment, it does not keep
up, because they, they drain it. If the hurricanes in Caribbean would have lasted a
few more days, you would've seen the destruction of the Field, which was there,
because the Fields, have already replicated, there is so much of it, so much has
been used and is kept, but it has a limit, it has certain energy. Those of you who
use GANSes for breathing, you have to empty your container every day,
otherwise, you do not receive the... the strength you need. I've seen a lot of
people, "Oh put some GANSes in the Hubble bubble, and this"... it's gone, you
just imaginary doing something. Because the ones which, any of you who use
even the patches, you change your patches on frequent basis, because, it comes
to a point of balance. It's a giver, it gives so much, but you have a such big body,
and so many cells, it gives to everything, but it runs out, of the strength. You still
see the GANS, but not at the strength which you need, because it's already been
consumed. That is why some of you are successful with your ... health trials, and
some of you aren't, and you say, "This, this, this." Because, first of all, you don't
wash your what you call it, your 'Hubble bubbles', or your breathing systems,
their breathing system has to be cleaned every day, because you're creating new
environment. Secondly, you have to change the GANS water, on the daily basis.
Otherwise you've used what you want. You... you are imaginary eating something
or, drinking something, or inhaling something and that's why some of the
medical doctors, are successful, because they've seen this. When you use a
dynamic reactor, ... you need to change the... the GANS on regular basis, not just
because I filled it ten years ago, still goes on, Yes it's still there, but not at the
strength which fits the Human body. The page number twenty took all of it, the
last of it, what was left. Learn the principle, understand the principle. then you
don't need to have any worries. This is what we see. When you put these Pens,
when you put your GANSes, says, "Oh it freezes." Why? Because, it's run out. If
you add more GANS into it every time, it will stay there. because you

supplementing what is getting gain, given to the fridge and to the gases. But, the
gases continuously get energy from outside, and they pump themselves to... to
bring the condition. We have to understand the Technology, not just copy it,
because it was somebody did. And this video, by this teaching of our colleague, is
there to be shown. It is, when you see it you understand it, it enlightens you to
understand more. Is he there Rick? (RC) ... I'm sorry, I'm still not seeing him
come in. I sent him an email, so I'm trying to find out what's going on. ... He
might be having trouble (inaudible) (MK) Maybe we can use him next week? (RC)
Yes. (MK) We're going nearly ... to three and a half hours? ... I think we... we had
a good share of knowledge today. I hope, we understand more? And ... if you like
to let us have the French translation of the Earth Constitution, from the Earth
Council. (RC) Yes indeed. ... I have that ready to go and ... that would work out
good with our ... Facebook restart as well, if we can do that and then, do our 20
minute ending video. (MK) Okay. Thank you very much for being with us today. I
say, "Goodbye." We'll listen to the French council ... translation, and then, we
listen to the teaching video, if you want to learn anymore? Because, every time
we look at it you learn a little bit more. And, I hope today we could explain a lot
more? About your Soul, and understanding that theology is part of the science of
the Universe, because theology doesn't exist, is the Man who hasn't understood
the knowledge of the Universe, because, converted in theology to abuse another
Man. Thank you very much. Thanks for being here and I thank all the Keshe
Foundation team Worldwide for your work, relentless, timeless work. That it
changes and, brings so many changes. Thank you. (RC) Thank you Mr Keshe as...
as always. Okay, we have ... Fred Erique I believe? Are you ready to... (QC) Yes
absolutely! Is my sound go? (RC) ... Let's try it a little bit, to make sure. Go ahead,
just say something. (QC) Okay ... thank you Mr Keshe, thank you everybody. I'm
very honoured to read this ... Constitution. Okay, the sound good, thank you very
much. Go ahead. (QC) You're welcome. [Fred Enrique addresses the French
language community.] (RC) Well thank you very much, that was ... really well
done. People were commenting how clear it was in the French. (QC) Thank you it
was an honour for me. (RC) Okay ... Mr Keshe, just to let you know, we do have
Don back now, and he would be able to talk about his presentation, if you wish?
Or, we could put that off until another time? Mr Keshe, can you hear me or ...

maybe you're not available now? We're not hearing you if your microphone was
off there. (RC) Hello.. (MK) Hello yes I'm here. (RC) Hello Mr Keshe. (MK) I said,
"Goodbye." (RC) Yeah I know, I'm not sure if ... I... we can end it if you like ... it's
just that Don was able to get back in and, if we wanted to continue with that..
(MK) We can do it next week. (RC) Okay, that's fine. (MK) Yeah, because then we
go back... There's a lot to explain with that video. (RC) Right.. might be good...
(MK) Thank you very much indeed. (RC) Okay, thank you. (MK) Thank you. (RC)
Bye bye. Okay. So, we'll end our basic ... this part of the 201st Knowledge
Seekers Workshop for today, Thursday December 7th, 2017. And we'll have a, a
... presentation on the end here. That, I believe, Flint will have ready. (FM) Yes
I'm ready. (RC) Is there anything else we need to address before we get into that?
Is there anything I've missed? (JG) I would like to... only to say one thing. The
pictures what Dr Gatua he is ... show us, it was very beautiful, and such a pictures
will be hundreds and hundreds in the future, in the near future. Thank you. (GM)
Thank you very much Jalal. (RC) Thank you Jalal, and thank you Gatua. (GM) You
are all very welcome. Thank you. (RC) Okay, great show today, let's ... take it
away Flint, and have a nice ending. Just as we require Earth suits to live on this
Planet, we would require ships for travel in outer Space. However, these
Spaceships must be dynamic and conscious in nature. In other words, the
Spaceship must easily be re-configurable and adaptable to meet different
challenges and scenarios in different parts of Space. Therefore, constructing a
Spaceship out of similar materials, as we would do a car, boat or airplane, just
doesn't cut it. The Spaceship must be created out of MaGravs Plasma. Since it is
naturally conscious, MaGravs Plasma can be concentrated and configured by
thought, according to the requirements of Space travel. Being dynamic, the
Spaceship would be able to grow to accommodate more within herself, or shrink
to navigate difficult areas of Space. Crew living spaces would be dynamically reconfigurable and never boring. During Space travel, the Spaceship would
replicate the Earth's Gravity Field via MaGravs Plasma in order to protect the
crew and for the crew to be able to function as they would on Earth. Various
Cosmic rays and Gravitational Fields of different Magnetical strengths would be
encountered during Space travel. Through MaGravs Plasma Science, these rays
can be converted and used according to the needs of the crew and Spaceship.

Space travel means being away from Earth for months, years or decades at a
time. There's no practical way to bring large stores of Oxygen, food and water
from home for such long voyages. Once again, MaGravs Plasma can be
constituted in such a way, that vital nutrition would reside in the very air that the
crew of the Spaceship breathe. Eating and drinking would be reserved purely for
pleasure and as a social activity, and food and drink can be constituted out of
MaGravs Plasma as desired. Are you ready to become the Space explorer, today?
(RC) Okay ... Mr Keshe wanted to ... share this picture with everyone at the end
here. He sent it through and ... he says ... "It's our gift to the Chinese
community." "And thank them for their hospitality and trust and their work in the
Foundation." "We thank you for your beautiful Nation, and people." Okay. Thank
you for that Mr Keshe. And, thank you everybody for attending today. Okay is
there ... there we go, thank you Flint. We'll end the workshop for today.

